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CHAPTER1- Introduction
In response to the fast growing interest for the NDMP technology, Tina has developed a series of
features to provide backup and restore tools in an NDMP environment.

This documentation presents NDMP and introduces the Tina for NDMP functionalities.

NDMP: Network Data Management Protocol
NDMP is a non proprietary network protocol dedicated to data backup and restore. It is an IP
protocol built around the client/server technology. It provides a single interface to a variety of
heterogeneous environments.

NDMP consists of two services enabling hardware and software to communicate regardless of
their own characteristics.
• The DATA service enables Tina to interface with the primary storage device (i.e., the file

server).
• The TAPE service enables Tina to interface with the secondary storage device (i.e., the

tape library).

NDMP also enables library and drive management.

For further information concerning NDMP visit the www.ndmp.org web site.

File Server (NAS)
NDMP File Servers enable file export through NFS toward Unix systems and/or through CIFS
toward Windows systems.

File Servers, being equipped with a single specific operating system, only offer a minimal
interface (rsh, telnet, html) and do not enable the installation of additional software.

For an up to date list of the supported file servers, see the Time Navigator Compatibility Guide.
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CHAPTER2-Presenting Tina Client for NDMP
Tina Client for NDMP is a backup solution for file servers using the NDMP protocol. It functions as
a client of the NDMP server. It sends requests to and receives messages from the server.

No Tina process is actually running on the file server. NDMP handles all communication, thereby
restricting the use of other Tina functions, applications or file servers. This list indicates the
restrictions:
• The backed up data flows directly from the host being backed up to the storage media

without interacting with Tina processes or going through the Tina server. Thus the backed
up data format is entirely dependent upon the host and remains out of reach for Tina.

• You cannot perform synthetic backup through NDMP with Tina.
• You cannot suspend a job and use the retry on incident feature to start again where the job

stopped. When performing NDMP backups on a manual drive, ensure that you can handle
the operator requests before the timeout expires. If you cannot handle the request, you
must restart the whole job again.

• You can only duplicate medias through NDMP if you backed up the data with Tina. When
duplicating through NDMP, Tina duplicates a backup selection as a whole even if it spreads
on several medias. As a consequence, if the backup of a backup selection starts on the
media to duplicate, and ends on a second media, Tina mounts the second media also and
duplicated it partly.

Note: The cartridge or job duplication feature is only available for Atempo,
Network Appliance and EMC2 Celerra NDMP servers.

This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisites
• Network Architecture

Prerequisites
You must have a working knowledge of Tina, NDMP and your file server administration
principles.

See NDMP File Servers for details about each kind of file server.

For further information about using and configuring Tina, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.
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Operating System
The file server operating systemmust be compatible with NDMP Version 3 or 4.

For an up to date list of the supported operating systems, see the Tina Compatibility Guide.

Supported NDMP Versions
Tina Client for NDMP supports NDMP Versions 3 and 4.

Character Encoding
Atempo recommends that all the file server file systems be UTF8-compatible in all environments.
For details on how to check and set the character encoding, see your file server documentation,
and Checking the Character Encoding of Filer Filesystems.

If it is not, you must ensure to set the NDMP_ENCODING environment variable correctly in the Tina
NDMP application. This list indicates how to set this variable:
• If the file server volumes support Latin 1 character encoding only, set the NDMP_

ENCODING=Latin1 environment variable in the Tina NDMP application.
• If some file server volumes are UTF8-compatible, and others are not, you must create two

different NDMP applications. Set the NDMP_ENCODING=UTF8 variable on the application
backing up UTF8 volumes, and set the NDMP_ENCODING=LATIN1 variable on the
application backing up Latin 1 volumes.

If Restore & Archive Manager does not display all characters correctly to fix the problem, see
Incorrect Characters Displayed in NDMP File Tree.

See Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application for more information on the NDMP application
and the environment variables.

Viewing the NDMP Server File Tree in the Present Time
To view the file tree of the NDMP file server in the Present time and define backup selections, you
must meet some prerequisites. This table lists the prerequisites for each operating system:
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OS Prerequisites

Windows • The NDMP file server must support CIFS.

With NetApp 7.x or 7-mode and with IBM iSeries, you can set the NDMP_DIRLIST
environment variable not to use CIFS. For further information on the variable, see
NetApp or the Tina for IBM iSeries Documentation.
• The local NDMP file server user declared in Tina must have access to the list

of all the shared volumes existing on the server without providing a password.
This is generally so when the Tina Client for NDMP and the file server are part
of the same domain.

• The local NDMP file server user declared in Tina must be a member of the
Administrators, Server Operators, or Power Users local group, or have Print
or Server Operator group membership.

• The volumes to back up must be shared through CIFS on /vol/volx or
vserver_name/vol_name.

Unix • The NDMP file server must support NFS.

With NetApp 7.x or 7-mode and with IBM iSeries, you can set the NDMP_DIRLIST
environment variable not to use NFS. For further information on the variable, see
NetApp or the Tina for IBM iSeries Documentation.
• The host to which the NDMP application is attached must have at least one

permanent mounting point on the file server on a directory parent to the
volumes or directories to back up. The user declared in Tina must have
access to these mounting points.

If you cannot meet the above prerequisites, you can provide Tina with a file that describes the
host tree structure and that enables to define backup selections.

See Configuring the Description File for further information.

Limitations
These limitations apply to the Present time view:
• Viewing the Present time is only available for mounting points. Tina can only back up the

directories and files displayed.
• If you install the Tina Client for NDMP on aWindows system, Unix symbolic links display in

the Tina file tree as regular files in the Present time. However, Tina backs up, restores and
displays such symbolic links normally in the Past.

Share Definition
If you do not want all your shared volumes to display in the Present, you can use the TINA_
SHARE_DEFINITION environment variable. This variable specifies the path of a text file in which
you define the shared directories you want to display in the file tree. This file must be located on
the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP. This table shows the volume paths and the
corresponding mounting points contained in the file:

4 Tina for NDMP
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OS Paths

Unix /etc /mnt/filer1/etc

/vol/vol0 /mnt/filer1/vol0

/vol/vol1 /mnt/filer1/vol1

Windows /etc \\filer1\ETC$

/vol/vol0 \\filer1\C$

/vol/vol1 \\filer1\D$

The paths must not contain any spaces or tabulations and comments are not allowed.

Viewing Shared Resources
Tina may not display the file server shared resources in the Present time, especially if the file
server belongs to a different domain. To display such shared resources, you must specify the
name of a resource as well as the identity of a user accessing it, through the environment
variables NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER and NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD.

Note: Assigning one shared resource enables all the file server resources to display in the
Present time.

Network Architecture
These diagrams present two possible network architectures implementing file servers supporting
NDMP and the machines hosting Tina components (server and clients).

This diagram illustrates a standard NDMP architecture:
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In this architecture, Tina uses a single library attached to one of the file servers to back up both
file servers as well as the Tina server and clients.

This diagram illustrates a file server backup in a SAN environment:

In this second architecture, the file servers and the library are connected through Fiber Channel
to a Storage Area Network (SAN). The NDMP commands are sent through the LAN while the
data travels through the SAN. Tina can also back up some clients on the library connected to the
SAN.

These are the advantages of such an architecture:
• Improved performances due to operations that do not use the cache on the Tina server,

since data does not overload the LAN.
• Possibility to dynamically share drives and libraries among heterogeneous servers.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for more information concerning the SAN.

Configuring Tina Client for NDMP
Performing file server backup with the Tina Client for NDMP requires that you configure Tina by
following these steps:
• File server creation. See Creating the File Server.
• Hardware Configuration (drives, media pools, library). See Configuring Hardware and the

Tina Administration Documentation.
• Tina Client for NDMP application creation. See Creating the Tina Client for NDMP

application.
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This topic describes this information:
• Tina Catalog
• Creating the File Server
• Configuring Hardware
• Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application
• Configuring NDMP Cluster

Tina Catalog
The Tina catalog is a database keeping track of backed up objects and their different versions.
You can either include the NDMP host in an existing catalog or create a catalog dedicated to Tina
Client for NDMP.

For more information on creating a catalog, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Creating the File Server
You must declare the file server in the Web Administration in order to attach the library and drives
to it.

To create a file server

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Hosts. The Hosts pane opens.
3. Click the New Host button to launch the Host Creation Wizard.
4. Define the File Server Parameters as described in this table:

File Server
Parameters

Description

Creation Method.

Create a Host
Manually

Lets you create a host manually.

Clone a Host Lets you clone an existing host.

• The Host Cloning pane lets you select the host from which the new
one is created.

• The Clone Options pane lets you select the available options: Backup
Selection, Strategies, Tunables, and Alarm Filters.

General Information.

Host Name Enter the name of the new host. You must respect the case of the
hostname.

If you want to use aliases, you must declare the aliases in the
/etc/hosts file of your operating system. The Tina /Conf/hosts file is
not implemented for NDMP.

Tina for NDMP 7
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File Server
Parameters

Description

Host Type Select the file server type.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the host.

Protocol.
The protocol corresponding to the selected host type is automatically selected. For
most hosts, the protocol is TiNa.

For a NetApp host, the protocol is NDMP and you must specify a User name and
Password.

Some hosts support both TiNa and NDMP protocols.

Version Select the file server version.

Local User Enter the name of the file server user.

Tina verifies the user’s identity each time a connection to the host is
attempted. If you modify the password or the user name at the operating
system level, you must update it in the Tina NDMP host settings as well.

Password and
Confirm Password

Provide the local user password and confirm it.

The password for a NetApp file server should not exceed 8 characters.

Advanced Options.

Storage Node Not applicable

Mobile Host If your host is a mobile platform, i.e., a laptop computer or a machine
frequently disconnected from the network, select this box, to prevent
Tina from issuing an alarm each time it does not find the host on the
network.

For more information on configuring mobile hosts, see the Tina
Administration Documentation.

5. Check the Summary of the host parameters carefully and click Finish to create the host.
6. If Tina has created the host successfully, click Close to exit the Host Creation Wizard. The

newly created host displays in the list of hosts.
Or
If the host creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the host you have just created in the list and click the Host Details button. The Host
Details window opens.

8. In the Advanced area of the Properties tab, the Backup Master check box is automatically
selected. Select Server if you have installed the NDMP client on the Tina server, otherwise
select Host and select the name of the Tina client acting as the Backup Master.

9. Click Apply and Close to validate the operation.
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10. Select the host you have just created in the list and click the Enable Hosts button to enable
the host.

Configuring Hardware

Creating Drives

To create drives

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Drives. The Drives pane opens.
3. Click the New Drive button to launch the Drive Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new drive parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created file server.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Drive Information window, enter the name of

the device.
See NDMP File Servers and Getting Device Descriptors on NAS Filers for manufacturer
specific Device Descriptor information.

Note: Ensure that the file server supports the drives your are planning to use. If not, you
have the option to use the Tina NDMP Tape Server, see Tina NDMP Tape Server for
details.
Also be sure to use the drivers provided by the file server manufacturer.

7. Check the Summary of the drive parameters carefully and click Finish to create the drive.
8. If Tina has created the drive successfully, click Close to exit the Drive Creation Wizard. The

newly created drive displays in the list of drives.
Or
If the drive creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

9. Select the drive you have just created in the list and click the Enable Drive button to enable
the drive.

10. Repeat the procedure if you are creating more than one drive.

For further information concerning the configuration of the drives attached to the file server, refer
to the manufacturer’s documentation.

Creating a Media Pool

To create a media pool

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Backup Destinations Media Pools. The Media Pools pane opens.
3. Click the New Pool button to launch the Pool Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new media pool parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation. Ensure you associate the media pool with the previously created drives.
5. Check the Summary of the pool parameters carefully and click Finish to create the pool.
6. If Tina has created the pool successfully, click Close to exit the Pool Creation Wizard. The

newly created pool displays in the list of pools.
Or
If the pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
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Creating and Configuring a Library

To create and configure a library

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Libraries. The Libraries pane opens.
3. Click the New Library button to launch the Library Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new library parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created file server.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Library Information window, enter the name of

the device.
See NDMP File Servers and Getting Device Descriptors on NAS Filers for manufacturer
specific Device Descriptor information.

7. In the Library Drives window, click the Use Existing Drives radio button and associate the
previously created dedicated drives with the library.

8. Check the Summary of the library parameters carefully and click Finish to create the library.
9. If Tina has created the library successfully, click Close to exit the Library Creation Wizard.

The newly created library displays in the list of libraries.
Or
If the library creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application
You need to create an NDMP application to enable you to define the backup selections and
strategies for the file servers. Create one application per file server.

To create a NDMP application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the NDMP Application Parameters described in this table:

NDMP
Application
Parameters

Description

Host Selection Select the host where you have installed the NDMP application.

Do NOT select the NDMP server, since the host must be able to run the
tina_daemon, which the NDMP server cannot do.

General Information.

Application
Name

Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the name
given to the application backup folder. You can edit it at a later date if needed
without losing backups.

You must give each application a different name.
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NDMP
Application
Parameters

Description

Application
Type

Select the NDMP application.

Application
Version

Select the NDMP file server.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information.

NDMP Server Enter the name of the NDMP host (file server) to back up.

NDMP User Enter the name of a privileged user of the NDMP file server to back up.

Tina verifies the user’s identity each time it performs a backup or restore
operation. If you modify the password or the user name at the operating
system level, you must update it in the Tina NDMP host settings as well.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the NDMP user password and confirm it.

Local User Enter the name of a user who has access to the host where the NDMP
application resides.

Password and
Confirm
Password

Provide the local user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables.
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NDMP
Application
Parameters

Description

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1. Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2. Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays in the
Details tab.

3. Click Apply and Close.

4. Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (ex: Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on the
variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the variable.
To edit an optional variable:

1. Click the variable value in the list.

2. Enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable:

• Select the variable in the list and click Remove.

You must set the NDMP_VERSION variable to the same value as the NDMP
version used by the Tape Server.

If your library is equipped with Gigabit Ethernet DLT drives, you must set the
NDMP_TAPE_MARK variable to yes to indicate that the filemarks separating
backups on tape must be taken into account.
See NDMP File Servers for a detailed list of all the environment variables
available for each particular file server.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not display in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

1 Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An empty
field displays in the list of user defined variables.

2 Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

3 Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
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If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.
7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application

button to enable the application.

Configuring NDMP Cluster
In order to perform NDMP backup and restore operations in a cluster environment, you must set
the following parameter on the Tina server and on each NDMP agent: Use Cluster Physical Node
for Tape Server (cluster_use_phys_host_mover).

For more information on how to define tunables, see the Tina Administration Documentation or
the Tina Tunables Documentation.

Backing up and Restoring Data
This topic presents the mechanisms used by Tina to back up and restore NDMP file servers
through NDMP:
• Performing Backups
• Restoring Data

Performing Backups
To trigger a backup, the Tina server sends a request to the NDMP server through the Tina Client
for NDMP. The NDMP server controls the drives and can directly write data on media without
using the Tina cache. It also sends information regarding the backed up objects to the Tina
catalog.

The NDMP server manages the media format. If a backup or restore operation requires several
medias, Tina is unable to locate any given object on the media or to control the size of the tape
files. The tape files size is limited by the media size.

Note: During a NetApp file server backup, the Tina catalog update takes place once Tina
has backed up all data. A drive thus becomes available before the backup job (taking place
on that drive) actually ends.

Granularity
Granularity applies to the objects and versions recorded in the catalog. It enables to determine
what level of information is kept in the catalog.

Since the backup methods used by the file servers do not let you use granularity with backups, all
objects are backed up. Tina Client for NDMP then filters the objects received and only sends the
objects with the chosen granularity to the Tina server to be recorded in the catalog. This table
describes the different granularity levels available:
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Granularity
level Target

Finest
(TINA_PACK_
MODE =
FILE)

The default value. It is for a file by file backup. You view all backed up objects in
Restore & Archive Manager, and you can restore them precisely one by one.

Using a fine granularity enables rich and precise restore, but requires a bigger
catalog and a more thorough control.

Medium
(TINA_PACK_
MODE = DIR)

It is for a directory by directory backup. It makes for easily managed backup
and restore. It reduces the space required for the catalog.

Last level
(TINA_PACK_
MODE =
CLASS)

It is for a backup selection by backup selection backup. It minimizes the
catalog size and the time spent managing backup and restore since no backup
history is sent to the catalog. This level is the less network bandwidth
consuming of the three granularity levels.

A CLASS type granularity involves a lighter control and a smaller catalog. It is
the perfect granularity for disaster recovery in the event of a disk crash or
important data losses.

Full Backup
When Tina triggers a full backup, the file server sends all backup selections data on media.

For further information on configuring full backups, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Incremental Backup
Tina standard incremental backup consists of backing up files that have been modified or created
since the last backup, whether full or incremental. NDMP file servers however, support other
types of incremental backup.

With file servers, these are four incremental backup methods available:
• Standard Incremental Backup
• Base Date Incremental Backup
• Daily Incremental Backup
• Differential Incremental Backup

You must choose the method to apply through the TINA_INCR_METHOD environment variable.

Standard Incremental Backup (TINA_INCR_METHOD=INCR)

When performing a Standard Incremental Backup for the first time, the NDMP file server actually
performs a full backup. For subsequent incremental backups, the file server refers to the last
backup, be it full or incremental. This diagram illustrates the Standard Incremental Backup:
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Note: NetApp filers with Data ONTAP 8.2 and higher do not support this method. Use the
Base date incremental backup method instead.

Base Date Incremental Backup (TINA_INCR_METHOD=BASE_DATE)

The Base Date Incremental Backup performs the same type of backup as the Standard
Incremental Backup above. However, it is only compatible with NetApp file servers hosting Data
ONTAP higher than 8.2, and other file servers supporting the BASE_DATE NDMP variable.

Daily Incremental Backup (TINA_INCR_METHOD=BY_DAY)

This method is based on a weekly schedule. Each day of the week is assigned an incremental
backup level, from 1 for Monday to 7 for Sunday, while full backups are always of level 0.

Daily Incremental Backups are always based on the closest lower level backup, be it full or
incremental. For that reason, the recommended frequency with this method is to perform a full
backup (level 0) on Sunday and incremental backups the rest of the week (except on Sunday).
This frequency enhances the backup performance. This diagram illustrates the Daily Incremental
Backups:

If you decide to perform a full backup on a day other than Sunday, for instance on aWednesday,
backup performances are not optimized since on the following Monday (level 1), the incremental
backup refers back to the full backup (level 0) fromWednesday, thus all the files backed up from
Thursday to Saturday are backed up again.
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Differential Incremental Backup (TINA_INCR_METHOD=DIFF)

A Differential Incremental Backup consists in backing up all files modified or created since the
last full backup, even if other incremental backups have taken place since. This diagram
illustrates the Differential Incremental Backup0:

This method makes the restore procedure easier whenever you back up your data with a backup
selection or directory granularity (CLASS or DIR). See Restore and Granularity.

Backup Strategies and Backup Selections

Backup Strategies

You must create a strategy to define the backup type and frequency, the associated media pools,
and the pre and post processings, if any. Tina automatically sets the format used to write data on
the media to Unknown and you cannot modify it.

• As Tina does not manage the backup dates, but the file servers do, Atempo
recommends not to perform incremental backups on the same objects through
different strategies or applications.

• Multiple writing is not available for NDMP backups.

For further information concerning backup strategies, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Backup Selections

By default, Tina sets a backup selection on the root meta-directory so as to back up the whole file
tree. This default backup selection has these settings:
• It is associated with all the backup strategies.
• No filter is set.
• No time phase is excluded.
• The data is not compressed (it is not possible to compress data at source) or encoded.

To modify this default backup selection or create new backup selections, in Restore & Archive
Manager of the NDMP application select the Backup Backup Selection Properties or Backup
Backup Selection Newmenus.
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Tina Client for NDMP only accepts the usage of the Names filters in the backup selection.
Whether you can set Selection and/or Exclusion filters depends on the file server type. Some file
servers do not support any backup filters.

See NDMP File Servers for the description specific to each file server and further information
concerning filter limitations.

Tina supports the Format backup selection parameter only when using Tina NDMP Server.

Note: Ensure to mount the NDMP file server volumes (Unix) or grant Tina access to them
(Windows) so that you can browse the server file tree in the Present time and create backup
selections.

For further information concerning backup selections, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

Restoring Data
Restore procedures are detailed at length in the Tina Restore Documentation.

Note: The Restore test feature is not available for NDMP.

Restore and Granularity
When restoring, take into account this information:
• DIR. In Restore & Archive Manager, when you select the check box of a directory backed

up in directory (DIR) granularity in order to restore it, ensure that you do not clear any of its
child directory check boxes. As performing a partial restore is not allowed, you must
imperatively restore the whole contents of a directory.

• CLASS or DIR.When restoring objects backed up with a backup selection (CLASS) or
directory (DIR granularity), Tina only restores the last backup version.
If the last version is an incremental backup, the restore is not complete. As a result, you
must restore the last full backup as well as all the following incremental backups.
To limit the number of restore operations to perform, Atempo recommends that you use the
differential incremental backup (TINA_INCR_METHOD=DIFF) when backing up with a backup
selection or directory granularity. See Incremental Backup.

Restoring to Another Directory
If the destination directory is not the original one, you can browse to select the destination
directory.

By default, Tina restores only the selected object, and not the parent directories. If the selected
object corresponds to a backup selection, Tina only restores the content of the directory and not
the directory itself.

If you want to restore all the parent directories, set the NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR environment
variable to yes. See Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application for details on variables.
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Cross-restoring to Another File Server
You can restore NDMP data to a file server other than the original one, provided the destination
file server is of the same type.

When performing the cross-restore, choose the backup folder of the NDMP application
associated with the destination file server.

For further information, see the Tina Restore Documentation.

Restore Limitations
These are the restore limitations of Tina Client for NDMP:
• These restore options are not available for the NDMP application:

– Selecting the restore level. Tina restores all the object components (data and
attributes).

– Restoring all the backup instances of an object. Tina restores only one backup
instance at a time.

– Selecting the restore behavior if the file already exists in the destination directory. If a
file is already present, Tina replaces it by the restored file.

– Selecting the restore behavior if a required cartridge is off-line. If a cartridge is off-line,
the only available choice is Issue Operator Requests for each missing cartridge.

Important: If the NDMP_DIRLIST variable is set, the directory in which Tina restores the data
must imperatively exist. As Tina cannot automatically create the directory, the restore fails.

• Some NDMP file servers require that the first cartridge is mounted to locate the data to
restore. In this case, all the cartridges needed for the restore must be physically present in
the library at the time of the restore.

• If you want to restore data from a duplicated cartridge, Atempo recommends that you set
the Files Backed up since filter in the file tree before launching the restore operation (Tree
Filter menu). This prevents from mounting unnecessary cartridges containing older data.

Direct Access Restore (DAR)
DAR is a feature which enables for a faster restore session of up to 1024 files. The file server
reads the dump file header on the first media and then only the medias containing files to restore.

File servers do not all support this feature. See your file server documentation for details.

Tina Client for NDMP automatically activates DAR if the file server is DAR compatible.

If performances are low when restoring more than 1024 files with DAR, Atempo recommends that
you disable it by setting the NDMP_DISABLE_DAR environment variable to YES.

Note: Atempo does not guarantee that an object with a path of more than 1024 characters is
restored correctly with DAR. If the restore fails, Atempo recommends to restore the parent
directory which has a shorter path.
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CHAPTER3-Tina NDMP Data Server
This topic describes this information:
• Presenting Time Navigator NDMP Data Server
• Configuring Tina NDMP Data Server
• Backing up and Restoring Data

Presenting Time Navigator NDMP Data Server
Atempo has developed Tina NDMP Data Server that enables data transfer control using NDMP.
You can use it with any type of Tape Server and Data Management Application.

You can install the Tina NDMP Data Server on a standard Unix or Windows file server to back up
a multitude of files with a directory or backup selection granularity, so as not to overload the Tina
catalog.

This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisites
• Backup Principles
• Architecture

Prerequisites
You must have a working knowledge of the NDMP protocol.

Supported Versions
Tina NDMP Data Server is compatible with NDMP Versions 3 and 4.

For an up to date list of supported operating systems, see the Time Navigator Compatibility
Guide.

Backup Principles

3Way NDMP Architecture
File backup is based on the NDMP 3 way architecture which has these characteristics:
• Tina NDMP Data Server is the Data Server controlling data transfer from disk to a network

flow and inversely.
• The Tape Server, which can be either Tina NDMP Tape Server or any other type of tape

server, controls the network flow transfer to the media.
• The Tina Client for NDMP, usually installed on the Tina Server, acts as the Data

Management Application (DMA). It coordinates the Data Server and Tape Server using
NDMP.

Communication Port
The Tina NDMP Data Server and the NDMP client communicate through the TCP/IP port 10 000.
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Another port number can be used if necessary. See Modifying the Communication Port for more
information.

Managing Multiple IP Addresses
With NDMP Version 4, you can manage by default several IP addresses for TCP connections at
Listen and Connect time. At Listen time, the NDMP Server suggests the list of all IP addresses
available on the system. At Connect time, the NDMP Server accepts the list of IP addresses and
connects to the appropriate one.

However, you can choose to use only one IP address by setting the NDMP_MOVER_LISTEN_IP
environment variable on the NDMP Application.

See Tina NDMP Data Server for details on this variable.

Writing Format
It is the Data Server which sets the backup format. When using the Tina NDMP Data Server, the
backup format is sidf.

Architecture
In the example below, the architecture has these characteristics:
• You have installed the Tina Data Server on a platform where there is a multitude of files to

back up.
• The Tina Server controls the Data Server through NDMP and controls the library arm as

well. It also backs up the Tina Agents present on the network.
• The Tina NDMP Tape Server controls the drives. During backup, the Data Server data

transits through it. You must install it on the platform the library is attached to.

Note: You can use any other type of Tape Server along with the Tina Data Server (e.g.,
if the library is attached to a Network Appliance file server, you can use the Tape Server
of the Network Appliance file server).

This diagram illustrates the Tina NDMP Data Server architecture:
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Configuring Tina NDMP Data Server
Tina NDMP Data Server installs through the Tina Installation program. You must then activate it
by creating a Tina Client for NDMP application.

This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisite
• Creating the Time Navigator Client for NDMP Application
• Modifying the Communication Port

To set up NDMP backups with the Atempo HyperStream Server, see Configuring with Atempo
HyperStream Server.

Prerequisite
There must be a Tape Server on the host connected to the library. If you want to use
Tina Tape Server, see Tina NDMP Tape Server.

Creating the Time Navigator Client for NDMP Application
To create the Time Navigator Client for NDMP application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Follow the instructions described in Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application.

You can find the environment variables to declare in the NDMP application in Tina NDMP
Data Server.
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Note: Atempo NDMP Data Server does not enable to view the Present time without
NFS or CIFS. It does not support the NDMP_DIRLIST and NDMP_DIRLIST_ROOT
variables.

Once you have created the application, the Activate NDMP Data/Tape Server box is
automatically selected in the settings of the host you selected as the data server (i.e.,
Settings tab in the Host Details window).

5. Check that the corresponding service has automatically started (on Windows, the Tina
ndmp service and on Unix, the ndmpd daemon).

Modifying the Communication Port
The NDMP standard specifies that the 10 000 communication port is reserved to NDMP. By
default, the various NDMP components communicate through this particular port.

You can change this port number if necessary. This table describes how to change this port
depending on the operating system:

Operating
System Service

Windows 1. Add the ndmp service in the etc/services file and specify a port number.

2. Stop the NDMP Data Server service.

3. Edit the service properties and specify one of the following options in the Start
Parameters field:

-tina_ndmp_service_name [service name] specifies the name of the service
associated with the NDMP port number.

-tina_ndmp_tcp_num [port number] directly specifies the NDMP port
number.

Example. -tina_ndmp_service_name ndmp
- or -
-tina_ndmp_tcp_num 10013

You must specify the same parameters for the Tina Client for NDMP (DMA).

Unix 1. Add the ndmp service in the etc/services file and specify a port number.

2. When launching the daemon, enter one of the following options on the
command line:

-tina_ndmp_service_name [service name] specifies the name of the service
associated with the NDMP port number.

-tina_ndmp_tcp_num [port number] directly specifies the NDMP port
number.

Example. ndmpd -tina_ndmp_service_name ndmp
- or -
ndmpd -tina_ndmp_tcp_num 10013

Ensure the daemon is stopped before attempting to launch it.
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Backing up and Restoring Data
Note: To back up and restore data through Tina NDMP Data Server, a Tape Server must be
present on the platform the library is attached to. If you want to use Tina Tape Server, see
Tina NDMP Tape Server.

Backing up and restoring file servers with the Tina NDMP Data Server takes place through a Tina
Client for NDMP application.

See Presenting Tina Client for NDMP for more information on backup and restore file servers.
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CHAPTER4-Tina NDMP Tape Server
This topic describes this information:
• Presenting Tina NDMP Tape Server
• Declaring and Configuring Tina NDMP Tape Server

Presenting Tina NDMP Tape Server
The main purpose of the Tina NDMP Tape Server is to widen the range of libraries that you can
be use to back up file servers using the NDMP protocol. Since the Tina NDMP Tape Server is
located on a third party machine, all the libraries supported by Tina become available to NAS
backup.

This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisites
• Backup Principles
• Architecture

Prerequisites
You must have a working knowledge of Tina administration and use, of the NDMP protocol, and
of your file server.

You must install Tina Server in your environment prior to installing Tina NDMP Tape Server.

For more information, see the Tina Administration Documentation and the Tina Installation
Documentation.

Supported NDMP Versions
Tina NDMP Tape Server is compatible with NDMP Versions 2, 3 and 4. The file server you are
using must be compatible with those versions as well.

Supported Operating Systems
For an up to date list of supported operating systems, see the Time Navigator Compatibility
Guide.

Backup Principles

3Way NDMP Architecture
File backup is based on the NDMP 3 way architecture which has these characteristics:
• The Data Server controls data transfer from disk to a network flow and inversely.
• The Tina NDMP Tape Server acts as the Tape Server. It controls the network flow transfer

to the media.
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• The Tina Client for NDMP acts as the Data Management Application (DMA). It coordinates
the Data Server and Tape Server using NDMP.

Communication Port
The Tina NDMP Tape Server and the NDMP client communicate through the TCP/IP port 10000.

Another port number can be used if necessary. See Communication Port for details.

Managing Multiple IP Addresses
With NDMP Version 4, you can manage by default several IP addresses for TCP connections at
Listen and Connect time. At Listen time, the NDMP Server suggests the list of all IP addresses
available on the system. At Connect time, the NDMP Server accepts the list of IP addresses and
connects to the appropriate one.

However, you can choose to use only one IP address by setting the NDMP_MOVER_LISTEN_IP
environment variable on the NDMP Application.

See Tina NDMP Data Server for details on this variable.

Architecture
In the example below, the architecture has these characteristics:
• The Tina Server and the Tina NDMP Tape Server are installed on the same machine

connected to the LAN on Site B. The file server is located on Site A at a distance from Site
B.

• The Tina Server controls the file server through NDMP and controls the library arm as well.
It also backs up the clients present on the LAN.

• The Tina NDMP Tape Server controls the drives. During backup, the file server data
transits through the Tina NDMP Tape Server.

This diagram illustrates the Tina NDMP Tape Server architecture:
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Note: You can also install Tina NDMP Tape Server on a Tina Agent or on a machine that
only has inactive Tina binaries.

Declaring and Configuring Tina NDMP Tape Server
This topic describes this information:
• Declaring Tina NDMP Tape Server
• Configuration with a Tape Library
• Configuring with a Virtual Library System
• Configuring with Atempo HyperStream Server
• Backing up and Restoring Data

Declaring Tina NDMP Tape Server
You must install the Tina NDMP Tape Server option on a platform on which the Tina binaries are
installed, even if they are not active.

A Tina Server must be present on the network.

See the Tina Installation Documentation to install a Tina server.

To declare Tina NDMP Tape Server

1. Connect to the Web Administration, and select Platforms Hosts.
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2. From the host list, select the host where the NDMP application is installed (e.g., the Tina
server).

3. Click Host Details. The Host Details window opens.
4. From the Settings tab, expand the NDMP/Tape Server Configuration area, and select the

Activate NDMP Data/Tape Server check box.
5. From the Properties tab, expand the Protocol area, select the NDMP check box, and select

the 4.0 Version.
6. In the Local User field, enter the user name in this format:

• Windows. hostname\user.
Where:
hostname is the name of the local machine.
user is the machine administrator account.

• Unix/Linux. root.
Where root is the root account of the local server.

Note: Tina verifies the user identity each time a connection to the host is attempted. If
you modify the password or the user name at the operating system level, you must
update the settings Tina NDMP host.

7. In the Password field, enter the user password.
8. Click Apply and Close.

The corresponding service is automatically started (i.e., ndmp onWindows and ndmpd on Unix).

Communication Port
The NDMP standard specifies that the 10 000 communication port is reserved to NDMP. By
default, the various NDMP components communicate through this particular port.

You can change this port number if necessary:

Operating
System Service

Windows 1. Add the ndmp service in the etc/services file and specify a port number.

2. Stop the NDMP Data Server service.

3. Edit the service properties and specify one of these options in the Start
Parameters field:

-tina_ndmp_service_name service name specifies the name of the
service associated with the NDMP port number.

-tina_ndmp_tcp_num port number directly specifies the NDMP port
number.
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Operating
System Service

Example

• -tina_ndmp_service_name ndmp
Or

• -tina_ndmp_tcp_num 10013

You must specify the same parameters for the Tina Client for NDMP (DMA).

Unix 1. Add the ndmp service in the etc/services file and specify a port number.

2. When launching the daemon, enter one of the following options on the
command line:

-tina_ndmp_service_name service name specifies the name of the
service associated with the NDMP port number.

-tina_ndmp_tcp_num port number directly specifies the NDMP port
number.

Example

• ndmpd -tina_ndmp_service_name ndmp
Or

• ndmpd -tina_ndmp_tcp_num 10013

Ensure the daemon is stopped before attempting to launch it.

Configuration with a Tape Library
Configuring Tina NDMP Tape Server to back up data on a tape library consists of these steps:
• Creating and enabling the drives controlled by the Tape Server. Creating and enabling the

drives.
• Creating and configuring a library. Creating a Library.
• Creating a media pool. Creating a Media Pool.
• Creating and enabling a Tina Client for NDMP application. See Creating the Tina Client for

NDMP application.

Creating and enabling the drives

To create and enable the drives

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Drives. The Drives pane opens.
3. Click the New Drive button to launch the Drive Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new drive parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created or edited NDMP Tape Server

host.
6. Check the Summary of the drive parameters carefully and click Finish to create the drive.
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7. If the drive has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Drive Creation Wizard. The
newly created drive displays in the list of drives.
Or
If the drive creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

8. Select the drive you have just created in the list and click the Enable Drive button to enable
the drive.

9. Repeat the procedure if you are creating more than one drive.

Creating a Library

To create a library

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Libraries. The Libraries pane opens.
3. Click the New Library button to launch the Library Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new library parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created NDMP Tape Server host.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Library Information window, enter the name of

the device.
7. In the Library Drives window, click the Use Existing Drives radio button and associate the

previously created dedicated drives with the library.
8. Check the Summary of the library parameters carefully and click Finish to create the library.
9. If Tina has created the library successfully, click Close to exit the Library Creation Wizard.

The newly created library displays in the list of libraries.
Or
If the library creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Creating a Media Pool

To create a media pool

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Backup Destinations Media Pools. The Media Pools pane opens.
3. Click the New Pool button to launch the Pool Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new media pool parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation. Ensure you associate the media pool with the previously created drives.
5. Check the Summary of the pool parameters carefully and click Finish to create the pool.
6. If Tina has created the pool successfully, click Close to exit the Pool Creation Wizard. The

newly created pool displays in the list of pools.
Or
If the pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Configuring with a Virtual Library System
Configuring Tina NDMP Tape Server to back up data on disk through Tina Virtual Library System
consists of these steps:
• Creating and configuring a Virtual Library System. See the Tina Administration

Documentation.
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• Creating a media pool. See Creating a Media Pool.
• Creating and enabling a Tina Client for NDMP application. See Creating the Tina Client for

NDMP application.

Configuring with Atempo HyperStream Server

Presentation
The Atempo HyperStream Server (HSS) can receive and process data from NDMP data server
backups. The NetApp and Atempo data servers are currently supported. The NDMP tape server
shall be the host linked to the NDMP application. In order to optimize the bandwidth, it is
recommended to select the Atempo Tape Server closest to the NDMP data server.

Configuration
Follow these steps in the Web Administration to configure an NDMP backup to the Atempo
HyperStream Server:

1. Set up an NDMP application with the NetApp NDMP Data Server or the TinaNDMP Data Server.

2. Add a standard media pool with HSS drive to your new NDMP application.

3. After declaring the Tina NDMP Tape Server (see Declaring Tina NDMP Tape Server), add the
NDMP protocol to both the Catalog server and to the host linked to the NDMP application.

4. Run an NDMP backup and verify that it is correctly saved on the HSS drive.

Duplication
If you need to duplicate your NDMP backup, three different situations will call for different setups:

1. If the source and destination are both HSS, the default data mover will be the catalog server.
However, you can choose a different host by setting the tunable
dup_select_ndmp_mover_for_hss=m_preferred_hostname. See the Tina Tunables
Documentation for more details.

2. If the source is HSS and destination is of another type, the best data mover will be chosen first
based on the destination pool. The source mover will be the same as for the destination.

3. If the source is not HSS and the destination is an HSS drive, the best mover will be chosen
based on the source tape to be read, and the destination mover will be the same as for the
source.

Limitations
These are the limitations of using Tina for NDMP with Atempo HyperStream Server:

l Only NetApp Data Server (Dump format) and Atempo data server (SIDF format) are
supported.

l Fast I/O backup mode is not supported, hence Oracle NDMP backups with HSS are not
supported.

l For the mounting operation at least, you should add the NDMP protocol to the catalog
server host because the HSS drive is linked to the catalog server host.
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Backing up and Restoring Data
Backing up and restoring file servers with the Tina Tape Server takes place through a Tina Client
for NDMP application.

See Presenting Tina Client for NDMP for more information on backup and restore file servers.
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CHAPTER5-Tina for ATL Gigabit
Ethernet DLT Drives
This topic describes the procedures to follow to configure Tina to use ATL Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)
DLT Drives to perform backup and restore sessions through NDMP:
• Prerequisites
• Configuring Tina for ATL Gigabit Ethernet DLT Drives
• Backing up a File Server (NAS)

Prerequisites
These are the prerequisites for using Tina for ATL Gigabit Ethernet DLT Drives
• Supported libraries:

– ATL P Series libraries

This list is subject to frequent changes. Visit the Atempo web site for the latest list.
• Tina Version 3.6 or above is required to use Tina for ATL GbE DLT Drives.
• The configuration procedure takes place once you have installed a Tina server and a client.

For more information on installation, see the Tina Installation Documentation.

Configuring Tina for ATL Gigabit Ethernet DLT Drives
Configuring Tina to use the ATL P3000 Ethernet Drives consists in these steps:
• Creating and enabling a Host for the library. See Creating a Library Host.
• Creating a Library. See Creating a Library.
• Creating a Network. See Creating a Network.
• Creating and enabling drives. See Creating a Drive.
• Creating media pools. See Creating a Media Pool.

Once the configuration is complete, you can view the ATL P Series library and GbE DLT drives in
the Drives pane of the Web Administration by clicking on these buttons:
• List by Library View: to display all the drives associated with a library.
• List by SAN View: to display all the drives associated with a Storage Area Network (SAN).

Creating a Library Host
You must create a host to which the library is attached.

To create a host for the library

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms Hosts. The Hosts pane opens.
3. Click the New Host button to launch the Host Creation Wizard.
4. Define the NDMP Server Parameters:
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NDMP Server
Parameters

Description

Creation Method.

Create a Host
Manually

Lets you create a host manually.

Clone a Host Lets you clone an existing host.

The Host Cloning pane lets you select the host from which the new one
is created.

The Clone Options pane lets you select the available options: Backup
Selection, Strategies, Tunables, and Alarm Filters.

General Information.

Host Name Enter the name of the new host. You must respect the case of the
hostname.

If you want to use aliases, you must declare the aliases in the
/etc/hosts file of your operating system. The Tina /Conf/hosts file is
not implemented for NDMP.
See NDMP File Servers for a detailed list of all the available NDMP file
servers.

Host Type Select the NDMP server type.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the host.

Protocol.

The protocol corresponding to the selected host type is automatically selected. For
most hosts, the protocol is TiNa.

For a NetApp host, the protocol is NDMP and you must specify a User name and
Password.

Some hosts support both TiNa and NDMP protocols.

Version Select the 4.0 Version.

Local User Enter the name of the user declared in the NDMP server. You may use
ATMPUSR user, which is declared by default upon installation.

Tina verifies the user’s identity each time a connection to the host is
attempted. If you modify he password or the user name at the operating
system level, you must update it in the Tina NDMP host settings as well.
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NDMP Server
Parameters

Description

Password and
Confirm Password

Provide the local user password and confirm it. If you use the ATMPUSR
user, the default password is ATMPUSR.

The password for a NetApp file server should not exceed 8 characters.

Advanced Options.

Storage Node Not applicable

Mobile Host If your host is a mobile platform, i.e., a laptop computer or a machine
frequently disconnected from the network, select this box, to prevent
Tina from issuing an alarm each time the host is not found on the
network.

For more information on configuring mobile hosts, see the Tina
Administration Documentation.

5. Check the Summary of the host parameters carefully and click Finish to create the host.
6. If Tina has created the host successfully, click Close to exit the Host Creation Wizard. The

newly created host displays in the list of hosts.
Or
If the host creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the host you have just created in the list and click the Enable Host button to enable
the host.

Creating a Library
This step enables you to attach a library to the library host created previously.

To create a library

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Libraries. The Libraries pane opens.
3. Click the New Library button to launch the Library Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new library parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation.
5. In the Local Host Selection window, select the newly created host.
6. In the Device Descriptor field of the General Library Information window, enter the name of

the device. It must be of the type: mc0.
7. Check the Summary of the library parameters carefully and click Finish to create the library.
8. If Tina creates the library successfully, click Close to exit the Library Creation Wizard. The

newly created library displays in the list of libraries.
Or
If the library creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Creating a Network
You must create a network to which the drive is attached.
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To create a Network

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Drives. The Drives pane opens.
3. Click the Drive SAN List Edition button to create a network.
4. In the Drive Network (SAN) List window, click the Add button.
5. In the Network Name column, enter a name for the network. Enter a comment if needed.
6. Click OK.

Note: You can also create a network when creating a drive with the Drive Creation Wizard.

Creating a Drive
You must now attach drives to the network you created.

To create a drive

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Storage Drives. The Drives pane opens.
3. Click the New Drive button to launch the Drive Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new drive parameters as described in the Tina Administration Documentation
5. In the General Drive Information window, clear the Local Drive (Not Shared) box.
6. In the Drive Network window, click the Use an Existing Storage Area Network (SAN) radio

button and select the newly created network in the list.

Note: Click the Define a new Storage Area Network (SAN) radio button if you have not
created the network before.

7. In the Drive Connection Selection window, click the New button and define the drive
connection parameters described in this table:

Parameter Description

Host Select the NDMP server.

Device
Descriptor

Enter /dev/nst0.

If the drive is intended to back up a file server, add #f at the end of the device
descriptor name to indicate to the NDMP client that the file markers separating
backups on tape, must be taken into account.

Status Select Enabled.

Protocol Click the NDMP Protocol radio buton.

Network
Name

Enter the drive network name.

User Enter the NDMP user that you declared for the library host.
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Parameter Description

Password Provide the NDMP user password.

The password for a NetApp file server should not exceed 8 characters.

Version Select the NDMP version.

8. Click Apply and Close.
9. In the Library Selection window, click the The drive belongs to a library radio button. Enter a

drive index for the library and select the newly created library in the list.
10. Check the Summary of the drive parameters carefully and click Finish to create the drive.
11. If Tina has created the drive successfully, click Close to exit the Drive Creation Wizard. The

newly created drive displays in the list of drives.
Or
If the drive creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

12. Select the drive you have just created in the list and click the Enable Drive button to enable
the drive.

13. Repeat the procedure to attach other drives to the network.

Creating a Media Pool
You need to create at least one media pool associated with the Ethernet drives.

To create a media pool

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Backup Destinations Media Pools. The Media Pools pane opens.
3. Click the New Pool button to launch the Pool Creation Wizard.
4. Define the new media pool parameters as described in the Tina Administration

Documentation. Ensure you associate the media pool with the previously created drives.
5. Check the Summary of the pool parameters carefully and click Finish to create the pool.
6. If Tina has created the pool successfully, click Close to exit the Pool Creation Wizard. The

newly created pool displays in the list of pools.
Or
If the pool creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

Backing up a File Server (NAS)
If you are using an ATL Gigabit Ethernet P Series library to back up a NAS, you need to create an
NDMP application to integrate the GbE DLT drives.

See Presenting Tina Client for NDMP and Configuring the Description File for details.
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CHAPTER6-Additional Information
These topics describe advanced information:

l NDMP File Servers
l Quantum DXi Path to Tape
l EMC Celerra VDM
l Character Encoding

NDMP File Servers
This topic describes configuration settings specific to these NDMP file servers:
• Agami AIS
• Auspex NS3000
• BlueArc Titan BlueArc
• Dell Compellent / Fluid FS
• EMC Celerra and Dell EMC Unity
• HDS HCAP
• HDS HNAS
• Hitachi Essential NAS
• Huawei OceanStor
• ISILON Accelerator
• ISILON IQ
• NetApp
• Configuration of the SVM-Scoped Mode
• ONStor Bobcat Series NAS Gateway
• Pillar Axiom 500
• Procom NetFORCE Series
• SGI Nexis
• SUN StorageTek and SUN Storage 7000 Series
• SUN StorEdge
• Tina NDMP Data Server

It describes also this information:
• Configuring the Description File
• Setting and Editing Environment Variables

Agami AIS

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Agami file servers:
• NDMP_AGAMI_FILE_IDS_RESTORE specifies whether Agami’s FILE_IDS must be restored.
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
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• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft
Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).

• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_

LOST_FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_

DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored

files when restoring to a different destination.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Agami file servers.

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_AGAMI_
FILE_IDS_
RESTORE

yes

no

no Optional any

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar tar Optional tar

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 4 Mandatory 3

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>
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Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Agami Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names. You cannot include or exclude files from
backup using Tina.

Auspex NS3000

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Auspex NS3000 file
servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.

For Auspex NS3000 file servers, this variable has these two possible values:
– NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD = gtar

The Tina catalog update takes place during the backup job. For that reason, Atempo
recommends using the gtar method.

– NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD = dump
The Tina catalog update takes place once all data has been backed up.

• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft
Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_

LOST_FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_

DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR disables the Direct Access Restore feature (mandatory). See Direct
Access Restore (DAR).

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental

Backup.
• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• NDMP_TAPE_MARK indicates that Tina must take into account the file markers separating
backups on the tape.
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• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the
name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Auspex NS3000 file
servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

gtar

dump

None Optional gtar

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Mandatory yes (Mandatory)

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_TAPE_MARK yes/no None Mandatory yes

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 4 Mandatory 3

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
DAR

yes/no no Mandatory yes (Mandatory)
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical Auspex NS3000 values for the
device descriptors:
• Library: /dev/raxac/fsp0cbt4
• Drives: /dev/raxmt/fsp0cbt1cn

Auspex Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names. You cannot include or exclude files from
backup using Tina.

BlueArc Titan BlueArc

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up BlueArc Titan BlueArc:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description

file is located. See Configuring the Description File.
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• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_

LOST_FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).
• If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_

DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental

Backup.
• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the
name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for BlueArc Titan BlueArc
file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump None Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 4 Mandatory 3

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Description File
Here are examples of the description file syntax which varies with the operating system used:
• NFS example:

DIR nfs (
DIR mydir ("/nfs/mydir")

)
• CIFS example:

DIR c$ (
DIR mydir ("/c$/mydir")

)

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical BlueArc Titan BlueArc values
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for the device descriptors:
• Library: /dev/mc_d1l1
• Drives: /dev/mt_d1l0

BlueArc Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files or directories. However, you
can use only exclusion filters. This file server does not support inclusion filters, nor size and
modification date filters.

Dell Compellent / Fluid FS

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Dell Compellent / Fluid FS
file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method: LATIN1 or UTF8.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_OVERWRITE specifies to overwrite the files on disk when restoring. When set to No,
this variable indicates that the files on disk are kept and not overwritten by restored files if
they have the same name.

• NDMP_RECURSIVE specifies that all the directories contained in the restored directory are
recursively restored.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_RESTORE_FLAG enables to fix an issue occurring during a restore when the file server
is in ENHANCED_DARmode. You must set this variable before restoring some files backed up
with a version of Tina prior to 4.4.1 Patch 5491.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.
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• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Dell Compellent / Fluid
FS file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar

dump

dump Optional dump

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

UTF8 Optional UTF8

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_
OVERWRITE

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_
RECURSIVE

yes

no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_
ALL_DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_RESTORE_
FLAG

0x2 None Optional Mandatory to restore in
ENHANCED_DAR mode
some files backed up
with a version prior to
Tina 4.4.1 P5419.

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional 4
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_
MODE

FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access
path of a file
on the local
host>

None Mandatory Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Description File
This is an example of a description file:

DIR winga (

DIR winga (

DIR testqa ()

DIR ndmjob ()

)

)

Share Definition File
This is an example of a share definition file:
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/V1/folder1\\DC2-FS8610-01\share1

/winga/winga\\DC2-FS8610-01\winga

DELL Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files. However, this file server only
supports exclusion filters, and only with files, not directories. This file server does not support
inclusion filters, nor size and modification date filters.

EMC Celerra and Dell EMC Unity

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up EMC Celerra and
Dell EMC Unity file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_EMC2_INTEGRATED_CHECKPOINT specifies that Tina for NDMPmust back up an

intermediate snapshot.
• NDMP_EMC2_OFFLINE_DATA specifies that the data migrated by FileMover to secondary

storages must be backed up. If the variable is not set to yes, only the links to this migrated
data are backed up and not the data itself. This variable is only available as of DART 5.6.

• NDMP_EMC2_VOLUME_LEVEL_COPY specifies that the backup must be performed with a
volume granularity. To be used only with an EMC Celerra Replicator license as of DART
5.6.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.
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• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Dell EMC Celerra and
Dell EMC Unity file servers:

Variable Name Possible Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump

tar

vbb

dump Optional dump

vbb for a backup
in volume mode

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_EMC2_
INTEGRATED_
CHECKPOINT

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_EMC2_
OFFLINE_DATA

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_EMC2_
VOLUME_LEVEL_
COPY

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of a
file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical Dell EMC values for the device
descriptors:
• Library: cxtylz

x is the number of the SCSI controller,
y is the number of the SCSI target,
z is the LUN number.

• Drives: cxtylz
x is the number of the SCSI controller,
y is the number of the SCSI target,
z is the LUN number.
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EMC Celerra and Dell EMC Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from the backup selections some specific files or directories.
However you should be aware of these limitations:
• You can only use exclusion filters. This file server does not support inclusion filters, nor size

and modification date filters.
• The only supported wildcard is * which stands for any number of characters (except 0). It

can replace either the begining or end of a file name, but not both (*a* does not filter
anything). For example, to exclude all .exe files, enter *.exe in the Exclude field.

• To exclude directories, the whole path is needed. For example, to exclude directories with
an a as the first letter in their names, enter /fs1/filter/a* in the Exclude field.

• Filters are not compatible with the EMC Celerra Volume Backup option. If the NDMP_
BACKUP_METHOD variable is set to vbb, the filters do not apply.

EMC Celerra and Dell EMC Unity volume Backup and Restore
Celerra provides an NDMP volume backup option (NVB) where backups are taken at the physical
file system level, providing significant backup performance improvements, particularly for small
file environments. These are the specifications of this backup mode:
• The volume backup mode is a backup whereby a history of dump type is sent.
• You can not back up the directories of a file system one by one, but only the file system as a

whole. For instance, /fs1 can be backed up, but not /fs1/dir1.

Note: However you can restore a single file from the backed up volume. It is not
necessary to restore the entire volume.

• This file server does not support backup filters. If you set some filters, they do not apply.
• Data backed up in volume mode cannot be restored in DARmode.
• In volume mode, you cannot back up the contents of migrated data. You must back up

migrated data separately. Set the NDMP_EMC2_OFFLINE_DATA environment variable to no.
• If the file system is not read-only, you must set the NDMP_EMC2_INTEGRATED_CHECKPOINT

environment variable to yes, so that a snapshot is taken and backed up.
• Celerra deduplication-enabled file systems can be backed up by using NVB and restored in

full by using the full destructive restore (FDR) method. However, the Celerra does not
support the single file restore or the file-by-file restore of deduplicated files from NVB
backups. Atempo recommends that these kinds of restores be performed by using the
dumpmode instead of VBB.

EMC Celerra Virtual Data Mover
If several Virtual Data Movers (VDM) are running on a physical EMC Celerra Data Mover, you
must declare the CIFS share or NFS export of the VDM to be backed up.

See EMC Celerra VDM for more information on the backup configuration for EMC VDMs.
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HDS HCAP

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up the HDS HCAP archiving
system:
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). This variable must be set to yes.
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for HDS HCAP archiving
system.

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Mandatory yes
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Mandatory UTF8

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory Any except INCR

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Mandatory CLASS

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.
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HCAP Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files or directories. The HCAP file
server only supports exclusion filters, and not inclusion, size, and modification date filters.

HDS HNAS

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up HDS HNAS file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at

the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_HNAS_AWAIT_IDLE sets a lock at directory level for NDMP backups to wait until a

replication copy has finished writing data.
• NDMP_HNAS_BB_COMPATIBLE specifies that the server produces backups compatible with

the legacy Si7500/8000 series servers.
• NDMP_HNAS_EMBEDDED_HARDLINKS enables the inline backup/replication of hard linked

files. If enabled, such files are backed up with both file data and file metadata in a single
data stream (inline). If disabled, there are two different streams.

• NDMP_HNAS_EXCLUDE_MIGRATED specifies whether backups must exclude the objects
already migrated to secondary storage.

• NDMP_HNAS_EXTERNAL_LINKS specifies the option to use when a replication operation
encounters a link to a file that has been migrated to an external server (cross volume link).

• NDMP_HNAS_FUTURE_FILES enables the backup of files created after the start of the current
backup.

• NDMP_HNAS_INCLUDE_ONLY_MIGRATED specifies whether backups only include the
objects already migrated to a secondary storage.

• NDMP_HNAS_MULTI_CONNECTION specifies the number of additional server connections to
start during a replication to enable replication with multiple parallel data streams.

• NDMP_HNAS_OVERWRITE specifies whether an existing object should be replaced by an
object of the same name during a restore operation. If the object is a directory, directory
contents are merged into the existing directory.

• NDMP_HNAS_QUOTAS indicates whether Virtual Volume and Quota information are backed
up and restored.
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• NDMP_HNAS_READAHEAD_PROCESSES specifies the number of read-ahead processes used
by the backup operation when reading directories entries.

• NDMP_HNAS_REMIGRATE specifies whether the objects that had been migrated to secondary
storage must be remigrated after restore.

• NDMP_HNAS_SNAPSHOT_DELETE overrides the Automated Snapshot Deletion option.
• NDMP_HNAS_SPARSE_DATA specifies whether unset or unchanged data must be committed

when backing up objects.
• NDMP_HNAS_SPARSE_FILE defines the list of objects that are subject to sparse block or file

level incremental processing.
• NDMP_HNAS_SPARSE_LIMIT specifies the minimum size to be considered for sparse block

or file incremental processing.
• NDMP_HNAS_TAKE_SNAPSHOT specifies whether the snapshot must be automatically

created. Overrides the Automated Snapshot Creation option.
• NDMP_HNAS_USE_CHANGE_LIST specifies whether incremental backups use a changed

object list instead of searching the whole directory tree for changed files.
• NDMP_HNAS_USE_SNAPSHOT_RULE indicates that NDMPmust back up the latest snapshot

created under the specified snapshot rule.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for HDS HNAS file
servers:

Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

NDMP_
BACKUP_
METHOD

dump dump Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_
DISABLE_DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any
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Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

NDMP_
ENCODING

UTF8 LATIN1 Mandatory UTF8

NDMP_HNAS_
AWAIT_IDLE

yes/no yes Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
BB_
COMPATIBLE

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
EMBEDDED_
HARDLINKS

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
EXCLUDE_
MIGRATED

yes/no no Optional Any
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Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

NDMP_HNAS_
EXTERNAL_
LINKS

IGNORE: The
replication copies only
the files located on the
primary, and not the
links.

RECREATE: The
replication copies only
the cross volume links,
which are recreated on
the destination if the
external migration data
path exists and the
migrated file is
accessible.

UNMIGRATE: The
replication copies all the
files of the primary
without re-migrating.

REMIGRATE: The
replication copies the
file contents but marks
the file as having been
externally migrated.
The destination re-
migrates to secondary
storage if there is an
existing data migration
path.

REMIGRATE Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
FUTURE_
FILES

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
INCLUDE_
MIGRATED

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
MULTI_
CONNECTION

integer
0 to 30

4 Optional Any
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Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

NDMP_HNAS_
OVERWRITE

OLDER: existing file is
replaced only if older
than the restored file

NEVER: existing file
never replaced by the
restored file

ALWAYS: existing file
always replaced by the
restored file

ALWAYS Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
QUOTAS

yes/no yes Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
READAHEAD_
PROCESSES

integer
0 to 10

1 Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
REMIGRATE

yes/no yes Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
SNAPSHOT_
DELETE

IMMEDIATELY: deletes
snapshots after use

LAST: deletes snapshot
after next backup

OBSOLETE: deletes
snapshot when
obsolete

OBSOLETE Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
SPARSE_DATA

NONE: all files are
backed up

BASE: non-initialized
areas of files are not
backed up

UPDATE: same as
BASE, but only the
changed blocks are
backed up during an
incremental backup
(not recommended for a
consistent restore)

NONE Optional Any
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Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

NDMP_HNAS_
SPARSE_FILE

Comma-separated list
of objects which are
considered for sparse
transfer

N/A Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
SPARSE_
LIMIT

Integer followed by K
for Kilobytes, M for
Megabytes, or G for
Gigabytes,

[32M] Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
USE_
SNAPSHOT_
RULE

Rule name N/A Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
TAKE_
SNAPSHOT

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_HNAS_
USE_CHANGE_
LIST

yes/no no Optional Any

NDMP_NET_
USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_
USE_USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_
USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_
ALL_DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_
VERSION

3 or 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any
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Variable
Name Possible Values Default

Value Status Recommended

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Optional Any

TINA_PACK_
MODE

FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of a file
on the local host>

None Mandatory Any

TINA_TMP_
DIR

<system access path> $TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

HNAS Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files or directories. However, the
HNAS file server only supports exclusion filters, and not inclusion, size, and modification date
filters.

TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION
To back up a HNAS file server, there must be an NFS or CIFS mount point on the Tina Server for
each HNAS volume to display in the Present time. You must provide Tina with a file describing
the volumes, and use the TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION variable to declare the path of this file.

Use the HNAS syntax for the volume paths, and the operating system syntax for the mount point
path:

Example.

__VOLUME__/FS-MUT-1/tina/save_cat_mut /data/save/catalog_mut

Cartridge Errors
If you encounter cartridge errors when backing up the HNAS File Server data, set the tunable
Ignore Tape Block and Tape File Numbers (mag_ll_ndmp_no_blockfile) to yes. This tunable
allows to ignore the tape blocks and tape files numbers provided by the NDMP file servers that
are not able to manage such numbers correctly.
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Hitachi Essential NAS

Environment Variables
These variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Hitachi Essential NAS file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_BACKUP_EXCLUSIVELY specifies whether to prohibit the execution of a

concurrent restore job on the same file system when a backup job is in progress.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_BACKUP_ORDER specifies the backup order to tune performances when there

is a large amount of files and directories to back up.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_BACKUP_RECURSIVE specifies whether backups must be recursive.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_QUOTA specifies whether quota information must be backed up.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_RESTO_RECURSIVE specifies whether the restores must be recursive.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_RESTO_EXCLUSIVELY specifies whether to prohibit the execution of a

concurrent job on the same file system when a restore job is in progress.
• NDMP_ESSNAS_SNAPSHOT specifies whether differential snapshot is automatically taken. If

set to sync, online backups are performed without stopping file system IO.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.
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• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Hitachi Essential NAS
file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar tar Optional tar

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any
If set, you can no
longer restore
directories

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8
LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
BACKUP_
EXCLUSIVELY

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
BACKUP_ORDER

datablock
directory

directory Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
BACKUP_
RECURSIVE

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
QUOTA

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
RESTO_
EXCLUSIVELY

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
RESTO_RECURSIVE

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ESSNAS_
SNAPSHOT

sync
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_NEXIS_
BLOCKING_FACTOR

Integer in KB

From 16 KB to
4 MB

128 Optional Any

NDMP_OVERWRITE yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RECURSIVE yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional Any

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>
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Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Limitations
When backing up and restoring Hitachi Essential NAS file servers, these limitations apply:
• The backup selection must be set on a subdirectory. For instance, /mnt/dir1 is allowed,

and /dir1 is not.
• The absolute paths and names of files and directories must not exceed 1023 characters.
• If you use the DAR function to restore multiple files, an error might occur. If this happens,

perform a full restore, or decrease the number of files to be restored.
• You cannot restore a directory in non DARmode.
• This file server does not support the backup selection filters. You cannot include or exclude

files from backup using Tina.

Huawei OceanStor
This section provides the information you need to configure Tina to backup Huawei OceanStor
filers.

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up the Huawei OceanStor
archiving system:
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). This variable must be set to yes.
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
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• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what
resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Huawei OceanStor
archiving system.

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Mandatory yes

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8 UTF8 Mandatory UTF8

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory Any except INCR

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Mandatory CLASS

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>
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Specific Syntax for OceanStor 5500 V5 Backup Class
The /fs+Id syntax is required to name the backup class for the OceanStor 5500 V5 filer. The
ID can be found in the OceanStor DeviceManager via Provisioning > File System. You can
select the ID column in order to locate ID number 13 indicating FileSystemTiNa.

To have a usable backup class for NFS and CIFS interaction, the syntax must be specified fs13
for both the exported NFS mount point on Linux and the shared name onWindows to backup the
FileSystemTiNa volume.

ISILON Accelerator
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up ISILON Accelerator file
servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description

file is located. See Configuring the Description File.
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_WINDOW_ON_TAPE_SPANNING indicates that the file server only

supports a finite window on the media when a backup is spanned on several medias. This
variable must be used only if using an ISILON Tape Server.

• NDMP_HIST specifies the method used by the file server to send the File History (record of
every file that is backed up). The value depends on the version of the file server firmware.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).
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If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for ISILON Accelerator
file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar

dump

tar Optional Any

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Mandatory to
restore
directories

- yes to restore
directories

- Any to restore
files

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_FINITE_
SIZE_WINDOW_
ON_TAPE_
SPANNING

yes
no

no Mandatory if
using an
ISILON Tape
Server

yes if using an
ISILON Tape Server

NDMP_HIST F, f, Y, y, N, n f Optional Any. Depends on
the version of the
file server firmware

NDMP_RESTO_
ALL_DIR

yes
no

no Mandatory yes

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional 4
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF or

BY_DAY

(INCR is not
supported by
ISILON)

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path
of a file on the
local host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

ISILON Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to include some specific files or directories in backups. However, the
ISILON file server only supports inclusion filters, and not exclusion, size and modification date
filters.

You must separate the different files to include by spaces. You can use wildcards and escape
them with backslashes.

You can use absolute and relative paths.

ISILON IQ
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up ISILON IQ file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
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• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft
Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).

• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_WINDOW_ON_TAPE_SPANNING indicates that the file server only

supports a finite window on the media when a backup is spanned on several medias. This
variable must be used only if using an ISILON Tape Server.

• NDMP_HIST specifies the method used by the file server to send the File History (record of
every file that is backed up). The value depends on the version of the file server firmware.

• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_AGE specifies the maximum age of a snapshot.
• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_CREATE specifies whether to create a snapshot for backup.
• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_FAIL_EXPIRE specifies snapshot expiration time following a

failed backup.
• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_NONE instructs explicitly the NDMP server not to create a

snapshot for backup. To be particularly used when you do not have a Snapshot license.
There is no corresponding configuration attribute on the cluster.

• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_SUCCESS_EXPIRE specifies snapshot expiration time following a
successful backup.

• NDMP_ISILON_SNAP_BU_USE specifies the name of an existing snapshot to use for
backup.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for ISILON IQ file servers:
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar

dump

dump Optional Any

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Mandatory to
restore
directories

- yes to restore
directories

- Any to restore
files

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_FINITE_
SIZE_WINDOW_
ON_TAPE_
SPANNING

yes
no

no Mandatory if
using an
ISILON Tape
Server

yes if using an
ISILON Tape Server

NDMP_HIST F, f, Y, y, N, n f Optional Any. Depends on
the version of the
file server firmware

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_AGE

Integer
followed by
the unit letter:

- s for second

- m for minute

- h for hour

- d for day

- w for week

ex: 3h = 3
hours

3d

(three days)

Optional Any

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_CREATE

yes
no

no Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_FAIL_
EXPIRE

Integer
followed by
the unit letter:

- s for second

- m for minute

- h for hour

- d for day

- w for week

ex: 3h = 3
hours

3d

(three days)

Optional Any

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_NONE

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_
SUCCESS_EXPIRE

Integer
followed by
the unit letter:

- s for second

- m for minute

- h for hour

- d for day

- w for week

ex: 3h = 3
hours

3d

(three days)

Optional Any

NDMP_ISILON_
SNAP_BU_USE

Snapshot
name

None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_
ALL_DIR

yes
no

no Mandatory yes

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF or

BY_DAY

(INCR is not
supported by
ISILON)

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path
of a file on the
local host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

ISILON Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to include some specific files or directories in backups. However, the
ISILON file server only supports inclusion filters, and not exclusion, size and modification date
filters.

You must separate the different files to include by spaces. You can use wildcards and escape
them with backslashes.

You can use absolute and relative paths.

NetApp
Note: For Ontap filers, since version 8.2, a new Storage Virtual Machine (SVM), or Virtual
Server (Vserver), mode exists in addition to the node-scoped mode. It is therefore possible
to access the different nodes of the cluster via a Vserver. To configure the application, you
must give the name of the filer. This is the name of the Vserver or cluster, depending on the
way that you have declared NDMP services on your filer. The two configurations are
possible, even though it is recommended to use the Vserver, as you could have several in a
complex configuration.
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This topic describes this information:
• Environment Variables
• Configuration
• Device Descriptor
• NetApp Filtering Limitations
• Snapshot Management
• SnapMirror to Tape
• Restore & Archive Manager Connection Issue
• NetApp Filers in Cluster Mode

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up NetApp file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CAB specifies whether to use the Cluster Aware Backup (CAB) extension.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DIRLIST enables the viewing of the Present time without the use of NFS or CIFS. If

NDMP_DIRLIST is set, the NDMP_VERSION variable must be set to the default value 4.
• NDMP_DIRLIST_ROOT specifies the root of the file tree that you want to display in the

Present time if the NDMP_DIRLIST is enabled.
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_WINDOW_ON_TAPE_SPANNING indicates that the file server only

supports a finite window on the media when a backup is spanned on several medias. Set
this variable if using NetApp Version 9.1 and later.

• NDMP_INCLUDE_ALL_SNAPS specifies that the .snapshot directories are not ignored and
are backed up normally. They also display in the file tree in the Past, and as deleted files.

• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the
name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_NOWRITE_RESTO specifies that there shall be no writing to disk during the restore
operation. This variable is useful for testing purposes to check if the tapes are damaged, if
an unknown block size works correctly, if all the tapes required are available, etc.

Important: If using this variable, DO NOT restore to the same directory, because it is
emptied, and you may loose data.

• NDMP_RECOV_FULL_PATHS specifies that the whole file tree structure above the selected
directory is also restored. Applies to NetApp DAR.

• NDMP_RECURSIVE specifies that all the directories contained in the restored directory are
recursively restored. Applies to NetApp DAR.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.
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• NDMP_ENV_VAR_FORCE_DATA_BLOCK_SIZE_TO_RESTORE forces the block size in restore
operations when the data has been backed up from a NetApp 8.1 server and must be
restored to a NetApp 7.3 server. In this example, the necessary value is 63 for the restore
to be successful.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for NetApp file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump

smtape

dump Optional dump

smtape (only when
using the SnapMirror
to Tape feature)

NDMP_CAB yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DIRLIST

Requires that
the NDMP_
VERSION
variable be set
to 4.

yes
no

yes Optional yes
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_DIRLIST_
ROOT

<access
path>

/ Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_FINITE_
SIZE_WINDOW_
ON_TAPE_
SPANNING

yes
no

no Optional yes if using NetApp
Version 9.1 and later

NDMP_INCLUDE_
ALL_SNAPS

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_NOWRITE_
RESTO

yes

no

no Optional Any

NDMP_RECOV_
FULL_PATHS

yes

no

no Optional Any

NDMP_RECURSIVE yes

no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_
ALL_DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional 4 (when using the
SnapMirror to Tape
feature or when NDMP_
DIRLIST is used)
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDM_ENV_VAR_
FORCE_DATA_
BLOCK_SIZE_TO_
RESTORE

0-63 0 Optional 63

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

BASE_
DATE

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Optional
except for
Data ONTAP
8.2 and
higher.

INCR is not supported
by Data ONTAP 8.2
and higher. Use any
other value.

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access
path of a file
on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Configuration
Here are the recommendations for configuring Tina with NetApp file servers:
• The backup method used by NetApp file servers is based on snapshots, i.e., a copy of the

file to be backed up is made when it is modified, to maintain backup consistency. Ensure
you authorize the automatic creation of the snapshots using these commands
vol <volume name> nosnap off
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and
vol <volume name> nosnapdir off

• In addition you should reserve some disk space for the snapshots using the snap reserve
<volume name> <percent> command. The amount of space needed depends on the
size of the volume to be backed up, and the files modification rate.

• The service associated with NDMPmust be started on the NDMP server. To do so, use the
ndmp on command on the NetApp file servers.

• The dump backup method used by the NetApp file servers does not enable the qtrees
information backup. Thus you should keep track of it in a file that are backed up to let you
re-create the qtrees prior to restoring data.

See the NetApp documentation for details.

Note: The password for a NetApp file server should not exceed 8 characters.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical NetApp values for the device
descriptors.
• Library: mc0

Use the sysconfig -m command for a list of devices.
• Drives: nrst0a

Use the sysconfig -t command for a list of devices. Ensure you choose a no rewind
device (nr).

To get the drive device descriptors in SVM-scoped cluster mode

1. From the admin SVM Console, enter this command to get the internal names of the cluster
nodes: smtape showheader -tape /?

clust1::> smtape showheader -tape /?
(system smtape showheader)
/clust1-01/<tapename>
/clust1-02/<tapename>

In this example, the internal names of the nodes are clust1-01 and clust1-02.
2. Enter this command to list the device descriptors of the drives connected to the cluster

node:
smtape showheader -tape /node_name/
Where node_name is the internal name of the node.c

clust1::> smtape showheader -tape /clust1-01/
/clust1-01/nrst0a /clust1-01/nrst0h /clust1-01/nrst0l /clust1-01/nrst0m
/clust1-01/nrst1a /clust1-01/nrst1h /clust1-01/nrst1l /clust1-01/nrst1m
/clust1-01/nrst2a /clust1-01/nrst2h /clust1-01/nrst2l /clust1-01/nrst2m
/clust1-01/rst0a /clust1-01/rst0h /clust1-01/rst0l /clust1-01/rst0m
/clust1-01/rst1a /clust1-01/rst1h /clust1-01/rst1l /clust1-01/rst1m
/clust1-01/rst2a /clust1-01/rst2h /clust1-01/rst2l /clust1-01/rst2m
/clust1-01/urst0a /clust1-01/urst0h /clust1-01/urst0l /clust1-01/urst0m
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/clust1-01/urst1a /clust1-01/urst1h /clust1-01/urst1l /clust1-01/urst1m
/clust1-01/urst2a /clust1-01/urst2h /clust1-01/urst2l /clust1-01/urst2m

In this example, the device descriptors of the drives for clust1-01 are: /clust1-
01/nrst0a, /clust1-01/nrst1a, and /clust1-01/nrst2a.

NetApp Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files or directories. However, the
NetApp file server only supports exclusion filters, and not the inclusion, size and modification
date filters.

Snapshot Management
Time Navigator supports the snapshot SnapBackup feature for the NetApp filers.

For further information, see the “Time Navigator SnapBackup” topic of the Tina Administration
Documentation.

SnapMirror to Tape
NetApp’s SnapMirror technology enables entire volumes (including filesystem view as well as the
snapshots) to be mirrored on a remote file server. Tina is then able to back up the full volumes
located on the remote file server for disaster recovery purposes.

Prerequisites

Tina SnapMirror to Tape feature requires the use of Network Appliance SnapMirror and
SnapRestore softwares.

Tina SnapMirror to Tape feature is compatible with NDMP Version 4.

Tina Configuration

To perform backups of mirrored volume(s), the NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD environment variable of
the Tina for NDMP application must be set to smtape.

Backup and Restore

During backup, the file server volumes must be online snapmirrored.

The file server volume(s) must be set offline before being restored.

Restore & Archive Manager Connection Issue
If you are unable to connect to the NetApp filer with the Restore & Archive Manager, even though
the NDMP protocol is activated on the NetApp filer, and the user connecting through NDMP is the
root user of the filer, it could be because the filer does not enable access to the host where you
created the Tina NDMP application. If this is the case, proceed with these steps:
1. Run this command on the NetApp filer to display the list of authorized IP addresses:

options ndmp.access
2. If the address of the Tina Agent or Server hosting the NDMP application is not in the list, run

this command to grant access to the filer:
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options ndmpd.access host=<time_navigator_host>
Replace <time_navigator_host> by the actual name of your Tina platform.

NetApp Filers in Cluster Mode
Tina for NDMP can back up and restore data from clustered Data ONTAP in SVM-scopedmode.
It also supports the old static node-scopedmode.

For details on clustered filers, see NetApp documentation.

SVM-scoped Mode.

The SVM (i.e., Storage Virtual Machine)-scoped NDMPmode optimizes NDMP backup
performance by choosing efficient data transfer paths. This is made possible because Tina
supports the NDMP extension, CAB (i.e., Cluster Aware Backup) which enables the NDMP
server to establish a data connection on a node that owns a volume. This also enables the NDMP
server to provide affinity information about volumes and tape devices. Using this affinity
information, Tina can perform a local backup instead of a three-way backup if a volume and tape
device are located on the same node in a cluster.

You can implement a backup in SVM-scoped mode in two ways:
• By configuring a backup strategy that applies to the cluster SVM (i.e., admin SVM), which

can access all volumes in the cluster.
• By configuring backup policies for individual SVMs (i.e., data SVMs), which can access

only the volumes hosted in that respective SVM. This method does not apply if the cluster
manages the Tape Server component.

See Configuration of the SVM-Scoped Mode for details.

Node-scoped Mode.

Use the node-scoped mode when NDMP connections to nodes in the cluster are local. For
example, in a two-node cluster, the node-scoped NDMPmode allows NDMP sessions to be
established for each node separately. The NDMP sessions back up the volumes that are hosted
on the same node. If you move a volume to a different node in the cluster, you must reconfigure
the backup accordingly.

See Configuration of the Node-Scoped Mode for details.

Compatibility

This table summarizes the compatibility between Tina for NDMP and the different NetApp cluster
modes for each version of Data ONTAP:

Data ONTAP
Version

7 mode Cluster node-scoped
mode

Cluster vserver mode

8.0, 8.1 YES YES NO

8.2 YES YES YES

8.3 NO YES YES, known as SVM-scoped
mode
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Limitations

Before backing up NetApp file servers in cluster mode, be aware of these limitations:
• Tina for NDMP does not support SnapBackup with Data ONTAP up to 8.2, but only from

Data ONTAP 8.3.
• The maximum tape file block size is 256 KB.
• Concurrent backups of the same volume by several NDMP applications are not allowed.

Configuration of the SVM-Scoped Mode

If you want to use the NDMP SVM-scoped mode, follow these guidelines:

NetApp Configuration Prerequisites

Ensure to meet these NetApp prerequisites to back up the NetApp cluster with Tina:
• You must enable the SVM-scoped mode in clustered Data ONTAP.
• Create the volume names (i.e., vol1 and vol2) in UTF8 format. This enables you to back

up properly all UNICODE files hosted on the CIFS shares of these volumes.
• Check that vol1 is mounted as /vserver/vol1, and vol2 as /vserver/vol2. For

instance, you can create a vserver qtree in rootvol to get the mount point.

See the NetApp Administration Documentation for details on CIFS share configuration.
• Create a LIF (Logical Interface) for vserver (e.g., 93.68.44.1).

Tina Configuration Use Case

In the cluster example used, these are the different components:
• The name of the SVM (Storage Virtual machine) is vserver.
• The cluster has two nodes. Their network names are N1 and N2. Their internal NetApp

names are clus-01 and clus-02.
• The vol1 volume of the SVM is hosted by N1 and the vol2 volume is hosted by N2.
• There are two drives: drives st0 and st1 are connected to N1 and N2 via a SAN.

Host Configuration in Tina.

You must declare each node N1 and N2 as hosts in the Web Administration. See Creating the File
Server for details.

Drive Configuration in Tina.

If you want to use the cluster as the tape server, you must declare all drives as shared drives. The
procedure below provides some guidelines. See the Tina Administration Documentation for
details on how to create shared drives.

To configure the drives

1. From the Web Administration, declare each drive as a shared drive (i.e., clear the Local
Drive check box).

2. Create a SAN to which to attach the drives.
3. Declare all the hosts connected to the drive. Provide their names and device descriptors.

See To get the drive device descriptors in SVM-scoped cluster mode for details.
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In this case, drive st0 is on SAN Net, and connected to nodes N1 and N2. N1 accesses the
drive with device descriptor /clus-01/nrst0a. N2 accesses the drive with device
descriptor /clus-02/nrst0a.

4. Repeat this step for drive st1. Drive st0 is also on SAN Net, and connected to nodes N1
and N2. N1 accesses the drive with device descriptor /clus-01/nrst1a. N2 accesses the
drive with device descriptor /clus-02/nrst1a.

NDMP Application in Tina.

You must create one NDMP application for each SVM (i.e., vserver in this case). In our use
case, the Application Name is ndmp_app. The NDMP Server name is the network name of the
SVM created when you declared your LIF based on your configuration (e.g., Cluster-
management, Cluster, Intercluster or Data).

These instructions are specific to NDMP applications backing up file servers in cluster mode. See
Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application for more information.

To configure the ndmp_app Application

1. In the NDMP Server field, enter the LIF of vserver (i.e. 93.68.44.1).
2. Create a file containing two lines. The syntax depends on the operating system. Add a tab

between each value:

OS Share Definition File Content

Unix /vserver/vol1 /mount/point/for/vol1

/vserver/vol2 /mount/point/for/vol2
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OS Share Definition File Content

Windows /vserver/vol1 \\93.68.44.1\vol1

/vserver/vol2 \\93.68.44.1\vol2

3. Define the Share Definition File environment variable (TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION) by
specifying the full path of this file.
This description presupposes that the whole volume is used either through CIFS, or through
NFS. If not, see Combined Share.

4. Define the Use DIRLIST V4 Extension environment variable (NDMP_DIRLIST) by setting it to
No. Setting this variable is mandatory for Data ONTAP as of 8.2, as the NetApp NDMP_
SNAP_DIR_LIST variable is no longer available.

Note: The password of the NDMP user must be the password generated by this
administration command on the cluster:
vserver services ndmp generate-password

NDMP Authentication.

OnWindows, if the host belongs to the same domain as the NDMP file server, the user defined in
the NDMP applications must exist in this domain.

If the host does not belong to the same domain as the NDMP file server, you can use the NDMP_
NET_USE_USER and NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD environment variables.

On Unix, the local or NIS user must have access to the content of /mount/point/for/vol1 and
/mount/point/for/vol2 on the Unix host.

Combined Share.

If NFS and CIFS are combined on the same volume, you must distinguish the different types of
shares by creating both an NFS qtree and a CIFS qtree on the volume. In this case, use this
syntax in the share definition files (TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION):

File System Share Definition File Content

NFS /vserver/vol1/nfs /mount/point/for/vol1-nfs

/vserver/vol2/nfs /mount/point/for/vol2-nfs

CIFS /vserver/vol1/cifs \\93.68.44.1\vol1-cifs

/vserver/vol2/cifs \\93.68.44.1\vol2-cifs

With CIFS, the share must have a name. In this example, the resource names are vol1-cifs
and vol2-cifs.

Full Backup of all the cluster volumes.

Be aware that if you switch from the node-scoped mode to the SVM-scoped mode, the first
backup performed by Tina in SVM-scoped mode will inevitably be a full backup of all the cluster
node volumes. Schedule this backup operation during off-peak workload hours and ensure that
you have sufficient storage capacity.
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Configuration of the Node-Scoped Mode

If you want to use the NDMP node-scoped mode, follow these guidelines:

NetApp Configuration Prerequisites

Ensure to meet these prerequisites while configuring your NetApp cluster:
• Create the volume names (i.e., vol1 and vol2) in UTF8 format. This enables you to back

up properly all UNICODE files hosted on the CIFS shares of these volumes.
• Check that vol1 is mounted as /vserver/vol1, and vol2 as /vserver/vol2. For

instance, you can create a vserver qtree in rootvol to get the mount point.

See the NetApp Administration Documentation for details on CIFS share configuration.
• Create a LIF (Logical Interface) for vserver on each node (e.g., 93.68.44.1 on N1 and

93.68.44.2 on N2).

Tina Configuration Use Case

In the cluster example used, we have created a Data VSERVER, vserver, on a cluster with two
nodes N1 and N2. The vol1 volume of the VSERVER is hosted by N1 and the vol2 volume is
hosted by N2.

NDMP Applications in Tina.

In node-scoped mode, you must create an NDMP application for each cluster node. In this use
case, ndmp_app1 backs up vol1 and ndmp_app2 backs up vol2.

These instructions are specific to NDMP applications backing up file servers in cluster mode. See
Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application for more information.

To configure the ndmp_app1 Application

1. In the NDMP Server field, enter the LIF of node N1 (i.e., 93.68.44.1).
2. Create a file containing this line. Add a tab between each value:

Unix. /vserver/vol1 /mount/point/for/vol1

Windows. /vserver/vol1 \\93.68.44.1\vol1
3. Define the Share Definition File environment variable (TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION) by

specifying the full path of this file.
This description presupposes that the whole volume is used either through CIFS, or through
NFS. If not, see Combined Share..

4. Define the Use DIRLIST V4 Extension environment variable (NDMP_DIRLIST) by setting it to
No. Setting this variable is mandatory for Data ONTAP as of 8.2, as the NetApp NDMP_
SNAP_DIR_LIST variable is no longer available.

To configure the ndmp_app2 Application

1. In the NDMP Server field, enter the LIF of node N2 (i.e., 93.68.44.2).
2. Create a file containing this line. Add a tab between each value:

Unix. /vserver/vol2 /mount/point/for/vol2

Windows. /vserver/vol2 \\93.68.44.2\vol2
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3. Define the Share Definition File environment variable (TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION) by
specifying the full path of this file.
This description presupposes that the whole volume is used either through CIFS, or through
NFS. If not, see Combined Share..

4. Define the Use DIRLIST V4 Extension environment variable (NDMP_DIRLIST) by setting it to
No. Setting this variable is mandatory for Data ONTAP as of 8.2, as the NetApp NDMP_
SNAP_DIR_LIST variable is no longer available.

Note: The password of the NDMP user must be the password generated by this
administration command on the cluster:
vserver services ndmp generate-password

NDMP Authentication.

OnWindows, if the host belongs to the same domain as the NDMP file server, the user defined in
the NDMP applications must exist in this domain.

If the host does not belong to the same domain as the NDMP file server, you can use the NDMP_
NET_USE_USER and NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD environment variables.

On Unix, the local or NIS user must have access to the content of /mount/point/for/vol1 on
the Unix host.

Combined Share.

If NFS and CIFS are combined on the same volume, you must distinguish the different types of
shares by creating both an NFS qtree and a CIFS qtree on the volume. In this case, use this
syntax in the share definition files (TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION):

NFS. /vserver/vol1/nfs /mount/point/for/vol1-nfs

CIFS. /vserver/vol1/cifs \\93.68.45.1\vol1-cifs

With CIFS, the share must have a name. In this example, the resource name is vol1-cifs.

Nexenta

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Nexenta file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). The Nexenta file server only

supports the DARmode for file restore. This variable must be set to yes to restore
directories.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_WINDOW_ON_TAPE_SPANNING indicates that the file server only

supports a finite window on the media when a backup is spanned on several medias.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.
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• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Nexenta Storage file
servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump dump Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_
CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional yes
For directory
restore

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_
WINDOW_ON_TAPE_
SPANNING

yes
no

no Mandatory yes
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_USER User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Mandatory <access path of
the file>

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF or BY_DAY

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the
local host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical Nexenta values for the device
descriptors:
• Library: /dev/scsi/changer/32000
• Drives: /dev/rmt/32001
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Nexenta Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup or to include some specific files or directories.
However, the Nexenta file server supports only filters on names, and not the size and
modification date filters.

ONStor Bobcat Series NAS Gateway

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up ONStor 2200 NAS
Gateway file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DIRLIST enables the viewing of the Present time without the use of NFS or CIFS. If

NDMP_DIRLIST is set, the NDMP_VERSION variable must be set to 4.
• NDMP_DIRLIST_ROOT specifies the root of the file tree that you want to display in the

Present time if the NDMP_DIRLIST is enabled.
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). This variable must be set to yes if

the TINA_PACK_MODE variable is set to CLASS. With any other mode, it is recommended not
to enable this variable.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_ONSTOR_EXTRACT during restore sessions, controls the processing of files that were
renamed or deleted between backups. If set to Yes, no file deletions or renaming occurs
when restoring an incremental backup. If set to No, file deletion and renaming occurs to
restore the file system to the exact state at the time of the incremental backup.

• NDMP_ONSTOR_EXTRACT_8.3 specifies to restore the files which have 8.3 format names. If
a naming conflict occurs, such files are renamed. When set to No, this variable indicates
that 8.3 files are directly restored with a different name.

• NDMP_ONSTOR_EXTRACT_ACLS specifies to restore the ACLs of the restored files. When set
to No, this variable indicates that the file’s ACLs are inherited from the parent directory
where the file is being restored.

• NDMP_ONSTOR_IGNORE_QTREE_QUOTA specifies not to restore tree quota information.
• NDMP_ONSTOR_IGNORE_SUPERSEDE_QUOTAS specifies not to restore file system quota

information.
• NDMP_ONSTOR_IGNORE_USR_GRP_QUOTAS specifies not to restore user and group quota

information but only tree quota information.
• NDMP_OVERWRITE specifies to overwrite the files on disk when restoring. When set to No,

this variable indicates that the files on disk are kept and not overwritten by restored files if
they have the same name.

• NDMP_RECURSIVE specifies that restoring a directory also restores all the directories and
files it contains.
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• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for ONStor 2200 NAS
Gateway file servers.

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD dump dump Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_
CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DIRLIST

Requires that the
NDMP_VERSION
variable be set to 4.

yes
no

no Optional yes (to view the file
tree in the present
without NFS or CIFS)

NDMP_DIRLIST_ROOT <access
path>

/ Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional yes if the TINA_PACK_
MODE variable is set
to CLASS. No in any
other cases.
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_USER User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
EXTRACT

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
EXTRACT_8.3

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
EXTRACT_ACLS

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
IGNORE_QTREE_QUOTA

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_OVERWRITE yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RECURSIVE yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
IGNORE_USR_GRP_
QUOTAS

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_ONSTOR_
IGNORE_SUPERSEDE_
QUOTAS

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE

If set to CLASS,
the NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR must be set to
yes

FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access
path of a file
on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

ONStor Configuration Prerequisites
Follow these configuration steps so that the ONStor file server can operate with Tina.

Setting the DMA

To set the DMA

1. At the nfxsh prompt, set the correct virtual server (vsvr):
vsvr set vserver_name

2. Set the correct DMA:
ndmp set dma

Permissions

In order to complete a restore, the NDMP user should have RESTORE and BACKUP privileges.
In the web administration interface of the file server, go to the Security, then Privilege tabs and
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add the RESTORE and BACKUP permissions.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical ONStor values for the device
descriptors:
• Library: ISP1mxy
• Drives: NRNU21hc

ONStor Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names. You cannot include or exclude some files
from backup using Tina.

Pillar Axiom 500

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Pillar Axiom 500 file
servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). This variable must be set to yes if

the TINA_PACK_MODE variable is set to CLASS. With any other mode, it is recommended not
to enable this variable.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_PILLAR_ACL specifies whether the ACLs should be backed up or not.
• NDMP_PILLAR_MAX_WORKER_THREADS specifies the backup parallelism index. By default

20 threads run simultaneously during backup.
• NDMP_PILLAR_PILOT_SERVER specifies the name of the Pillar pilot server managing

NDMP requests.
• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version

must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.
• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description

file is located. See Configuring the Description File.
• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at

the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).
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If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored

files when restoring to a different destination.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Pillar Axiom 500 file
servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

file_dsif

block_dsif

file_dsif Optional Any

NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_
CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional yes if the TINA_
PACK_MODE variable
is set to CLASS. No
in any other cases.

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_USER User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_PILLAR_ACL yes

no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_PILLAR_MAX_
WORKER_THREADS

Integer 20 Optional Any

NDMP_PILLAR_
PILOT_SERVER

Server name None Mandatory Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access
path>

None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD DIFF

BY_DAY

None Mandatory Any

TINA_PACK_MODE

If set to CLASS,
the NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR must be set
to yes

FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access
path of a file
on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical Pillar Axiom 500 values for the
device descriptors:
• Library: Robot-21-0
• Drives: Tape-20-0
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Pillar Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names. You cannot include or exclude files from
backup using Tina.

Procom NetFORCE Series

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up Procom NetFORCE Series
file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description

file is located. See Configuring the Description File.
• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at

the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental

Backup.
• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored

files when restoring to a different destination.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the
name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for Procom NetFORCE
Series file servers:
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

tar None Optional tar

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 4 Mandatory 3

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment variables.
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Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical Procom NetFORCE Series
values for the device descriptors:
• Library: ISP1mxy

x is the number of the SCSI target,
y is the LUN number.

Example. isp1m020
• Drives: ISP1Txy

x is the number of the SCSI target,
y is the LUN number.

Procom Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names. You cannot include or exclude files from
backup using Tina.

SGI Nexis

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up SGI Nexis file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).
• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_NEXIS_BLOCKING_FACTOR specifies the size of each data stream transfer.
• NDMP_OVERWRITE specifies to overwrite the files on disk when restoring. When set to No,

this variable indicates that the files on disk are kept and not overwritten by restored files if
they have the same name.

• NDMP_RECURSIVE specifies that restoring a directory also restores all the directories and
files it contains.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:
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If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for SGI Nexis file servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump dump Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_
DAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8 LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_NEXIS_
BLOCKING_FACTOR

Integer in KB

From 16 KB to
4 MB

128 Optional Any

NDMP_OVERWRITE yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_RECURSIVE yes
no

yes Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 3 or 4 4 Optional Any

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_
METHOD

INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF

BY_DAY

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system access
path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Nexis Filtering Limitations
This file server does not support the filters on names are not supported. You cannot include or
exclude files from backup using Tina.

SUN StorageTek and SUN Storage 7000 Series

Environment Variables
These environment variables enable you to configure Tina to back up SUN file servers:
• NDMP_BACKUP_METHOD represents the backup method used by the file server.
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• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft
Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1).

• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR). The SUN file server only supports
the DARmode for file restore. This variable must be set to yes to restore directories.

• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_WINDOW_ON_TAPE_SPANNING indicates that the file server only

supports a finite window on the media when a backup is spanned on several medias.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for SUN Storage file
servers:

Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_BACKUP_
METHOD

dump dump Optional dump

NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_
CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible
Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional yes
For directory
restore

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_FINITE_SIZE_
WINDOW_ON_TAPE_
SPANNING

yes
no

no Mandatory yes

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_USER User name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_DESCRIPTION_
FILE

<access path> None Mandatory <access path of
the file>

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD DIFF

BY_DAY

INCR Mandatory DIFF or BY_DAY

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of
a file on the
local host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <system
access path>

$TINA_HOME Optional <system access
path>
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Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Device Descriptor
To proceed with the hardware configuration of the Tina Client for NDMP, you must provide device
descriptor information for the library and drives. These are typical SUN values for the device
descriptors:
• Library: /dev/scsi/changer/32000
• Drives: /dev/rmt/32001

SUN Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup or to include some specific files or directories.
However, you can only use filters on names. SUN file servers do not support size and
modification date filters.

SUN StorEdge
The SUN StorEdge tape server is not supported by Tina. If you want to back up SUN StorEdge
file servers, you must use the Atempo Tape Server.

See Tina NDMP Tape Server for more information.

Tina NDMP Data Server

Environment Variables
These environment variables are declared in the NDMP application. They enable you to
configure Tina to communicate with Tina NDMP Data Server.

Note: Tina NDMP Data Server does not enable to view the Present time without NFS or
CIFS. The NDMP_DIRLIST and NDMP_DIRLIST_ROOT variables are not supported.

• NDMP_ACL_BACKUP specifies whether the ACLs (Access control List) are to be backed up.
• NDMP_CIFS_VOLUME_CHAR specifies that the local paths for CIFS resources use Microsoft

Windows specific syntax (ex: E:\dir1\file1). This variable can only be used if the
Tina NDMP Data Server and the Tina Client for NDMP do not run on the same host.

• NDMP_DISABLE_DAR. See Direct Access Restore (DAR).
• NDMP_ENCODING specifies the encoding method if the file server does not manage LATIN1.
• NDMP_MOVER_LISTEN_IP specifies the preferred listen IP address for the NDMPMover.
• NDMP_NET_USE_RESOURCE, NDMP_NET_USE_USER, NDMP_NET_USE_PASSWORD specify the

name of a shared resource to display in the Present time, as well as the identity of a user
accessing it.

• NDMP_RESTO_ALL_DIR specifies that Tina restores all the parent directories of the restored
files when restoring to a different destination.

• NDMP_SECURITY_ATTR_RECOVER specifies whether the security attributes are to be
restored.
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• NDMP_VERSION represents the protocol version used by the NDMP application. The version
must be the same as the Tape Server NDMP version.

• TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE defines the absolute path to the directory where the description
file is located. See Configuring the Description File.

• TINA_DISABLE_LOST_FILE_DETECTION disables or enables the detection of lost files at
the end of a backup job. These are the two default values for this variable:

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_LOST_
FILE_DETECTION is Yes (i.e., detection is disabled).

If the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE variable is not set, the default value of TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_DETECTION is No (i.e., detection is enabled).

If you do not want to detect the files that have been lost since the previous backups, set this
variable to Yes. If you do, set it to No. Please note that this operation may be long if backing
up large amount of data.

• TINA_INCR_METHOD defines the incremental backup method used. See Incremental
Backup.

• TINA_PACK_MODE defines the backup granularity. See Granularity.
• TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION defines the absolute path to the text file specifying what

resources are to be displayed in the Present time. See Share Definition. This file must be
located on the machine hosting Tina Client for NDMP.

• TINA_TMP_DIR defines the path to the directory where temporary files are created.

This table indicates the values, status and configuration recommended for
Tina NDMP Data Server.

Variable Name Possible Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_ACL_BACKUP yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_CIFS_
VOLUME_CHAR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_DISABLE_DAR yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_ENCODING UTF8

LATIN1

LATIN1 Optional Any

NDMP_MOVER_
LISTEN_IP

IP address None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
RESOURCE

Share name None Optional Any

NDMP_NET_USE_
USER

User name None Optional Any
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Variable Name Possible Values Default Value Status Recommended

NDMP_NET_USE_
PASSWORD

Password None Optional Any

NDMP_RESTO_ALL_
DIR

yes
no

no Optional Any

NDMP_SECURITY_
ATTR_RECOVER

yes
no

yes Optional Any

NDMP_VERSION 4 4 Optional 4

TINA_
DESCRIPTION_FILE

<access path> None Optional Any

TINA_DISABLE_
LOST_FILE_
DETECTION

yes
no

no
yes if TINA_
DESCRIPTION_
FILE is set

Optional Any

TINA_INCR_METHOD INCR

DIFF

BY_DAY

BY_DAY Optional Any

TINA_PACK_MODE FILE

DIR

CLASS

FILE Optional Any

TINA_SHARE_
DEFINITION

<access path of a
file on the local
host>

None Optional Any

TINA_TMP_DIR <access path> $TINA_HOME Optional <access path>

Setting and Editing Environment Variables

See Setting and Editing Environment Variables for details on how to set Tina environment
variables.

Tina NDMP Data Server Filtering Limitations
You can use Tina filters to exclude from backup some specific files or directories. However, you
can use only exclusion filters. Tina NDMP Data Server does not support inclusion filters, nor size
and modification date filters.

Configuring the Description File
This topic describes this information:
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• File Server Tree Structure Description File
• Description File Sample
• Viewing the NDMP Application File Tree
• Restore Principle

File Server Tree Structure Description File
If you cannot use the functionality enabling to view the file tree of the NDMP server in the Present
time (see Viewing the NDMP Server File Tree in the Present Time), you must provide Tina with a
file describing the host tree structure.

The description file is a text file. It lists all the directories existing on the host that you want to
include in the backup selection. It should also list the restore directories if they are different from
the original directories.

You must also set the TINA_DESCRIPTION_FILE in the NDMP application. Its value must be the
absolute path of the description file.

Description File Sample

OnWindows

This description file is for Windows:
DIR C(

DIR temp ()
DIR Data (

DIR MyData ()
DIR OldData ()

)
)

On Unix

This description file is for Unix:
DIR vol (

DIR vol0(
DIR etc("/vol/vol0/etc")
DIR fbu("/vol/vol0/fbu")
DIR home(

DIR resto("/vol/vol0/home/resto")
DIR fbu("/vol/vol0/home/fbu")
)

DIR resto("/vol/vol0/resto")
)

)

Description File Syntax

The syntax of the description file must follow these rules:
• The DIR keyword defines a directory that may contain files and/or other directories.
• The left parenthesis indicates a downward move in the tree level. The right parenthesis

indicates an upward move in the tree level.
• The paths in quotation marks indicate the directory path on the NDMP file server.
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Note: The directory names specified in the file must match the actual directory names.

Viewing the NDMP Application File Tree
In Restore & Archive Manager, the NDMP application defined by the Unix sample description file
above, display differently in these situations:
• In the Present, the file tree displays as described in the file. The objects which you have not

defined in the description file do not display in the Present file tree.

• In the Past, all the backed up objects display in the file tree, depending on the granularity
you chose when backing up the application. See Granularity for details.

Note: While using a description file, the files that disappeared between the Present and the
Past cannot be viewed.

Restore Principle
When using a description file, Tina restores all data up to the last full backup preceding the
selected restore date. As a consequence, Tina also restores some obsolete data that may have
disappeared between this full backup date and the restore date.

Setting and Editing Environment Variables
You can edit environment variables from the Properties tab in the Application Details window in
the Web Administration. Tina updates the environment when re-opening the Restore & Archive
Manager. You can also edit environment variables through the Restore & Archive Manager.

See the Tina Administration Documentation and the Tina Restore Documentation for details.

On Unix, when a volume of the NDMP file server is mounted on the root (/), the environment
variable list does not display in the Restore & Archive Manager.

Quantum DXi Path to Tape
This topic describes configuration settings specific to the Quantum DXi Path to Tape
functionality:
• About Quantum DXi Path to Tape
• Prerequisites
• Quantum DXi Configuration
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• Time Navigator Configuration
• Job Duplication

About Quantum DXi Path to Tape
The Quantum DXi offers the Quantum NDMP Path to Tape feature, which is an NDMP Tape
Server operating for both virtual tape libraries and physical tape libraries. The virtual library, as
well as a physical library attached through Fiber Channel (FC) to the DXi, can be accessed by
Time Navigator either by NDMP device paths or FC device paths. The main strength of this
solution is that the duplication data streams remain inside the DXi and do not affect the network
traffic. When NDMP device paths are used, the DXi hosts its own NDMP server. This diagram
illustrates the Quantum NDMP Path to Tape architecture:

NDMP Path to Tape Use Case
The above diagram is a representation of a possible implementation of the Quantum NDMP Path
to Tape feature with Time Navigator. In this configuration, these libraries are used:
• A Quantum VTL simulating a Scalar 12 K Library, with three virtual drives (drive_01,

drive_02, and drive_03).
• A Quantum Scalar i500 physical library with three drives (LTO1, LTO2, and LTO3).
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These are the data streams:
1. Time Navigator performs the backups in SIDF format through the SAN to the virtual drives

(drive_01, drive_02, and drive_03).
2. The Quantum DXi, which hosts its own NDMP server, then duplicates the backup jobs to the

physical library through NDMP. It does not send the data through the network to the
Time Navigator Server cache.

3. Time Navigator performs the restore operations from the physical library through the SAN.

How Time Navigator Handles the NDMP Path to Tape Feature
The most frequently used configuration is the one described above: backing up data on VTL
devices, and then duplicating it from the VTL devices to the physical devices. From the Quantum
NDMP Path to tape feature perspective, Time Navigator provides these two types of backups,
NDMP backups and non NDMP backups:
• NDMP Backups: In the case of NDMP backup, the implementation of the Quantum Path to

Tape feature is straightforward. The Time Navigator data duplication mechanism for jobs,
or for cartridges, reads from the NDMP source pool and writes to the NDMP destination
pool using the NDMP devices paths of VTL devices and physical devices provided by the
DXi.

• Non NDMP Bakups: For non NDMP backups, like storage node backup or LAN clients,
data is written in SIDF format. In order to enable the Quantum Path to Tape, which is based
only on NDMP device paths, the Time Navigator job duplication mechanism is modified to
trigger SIDF format duplication using NDMP device paths, within a media pool containing
both NDMP device paths and non NDMP device paths.

Consequently, to be able to perform standard backups, and then NDMP duplication within the
same media pools, you must configure each virtual drive in the Quantum VTL with two different
device descriptors: an NDMP and a non NDMP device descriptor.

Note: The NDMP Path to Tape feature only supports the SIDF format and job duplication
(not cartridge duplication).

Prerequisites
To configure the duplication from the Quantum VTL to a physical library, you must meet these
prerequisites:
• You must enable the NDMP Path to Tape feature on the Quantum DXi.
• The NDMP version must be Version 4.
• You must link the DXi VTL and the physical library through Fibre Channel interfaces.
• You must dedicate a partition within the Quantum DXi for use with Time Navigator. You

must not share the partition with another backup application.
• You must dedicate the FC0 and/or FC2 DXi ports to NDMP Path to Tape duplication

purposes.
• You must configure the NDMP user on the DXi. See To configure the Quantum DXi as a

host.
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Quantum DXi Configuration
To configure the Quantum DXi as a host

1. Go to the Physical Device Discovery page of the DXi.

2. Click Scan for Devices. The list of the attached changers is displayed.
3. Click a changer to display the associated tape drives.
4. Select the changer and tape drives and set the Intended Use to Backup Application

Specific.
5. On the Backup Application Specific page, select Add to add the name and password of the

NDMP user used by Time Navigator to establish an NDMP connection.

Time Navigator Configuration
These steps explain how to configure the NDMP Path to Tape feature for the environment
described in NDMP Path to Tape Use Case. However, these same configuration steps apply to
any other environment:
• Enabling the NDMP job duplication
• Creating the NDMP Server Host Related to the Libraries
• Configuring the Virtual Library
• Configuring the Virtual Drives
• Configuring the Physical Library
• Configuring the Physical Drives
• Reinitializing the Library
• Configuring the Media Pools

Note: You must perform some of these configurations steps through the Classic
Administration Console, not through the Web Administration. Use the interface mentioned at
the beginning of the procedure (i.e., Classic Administration Console or Web Administration).
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Enabling the NDMP job duplication
Set the tunable Use NDMP to Duplicate Virtual Library SIDF to Tape (dup_force_ndmp_for_
sidf_tape) to yes on the Time Navigator Server. This tunable specifies that the NDMP protocol
must be used to duplicate data from the Quantum VTL to the physical library.

For more information on Time Navigator tunables, see the Tina Administration Documentation
and the Tina Tunables Documentation.

Creating the NDMP Server Host Related to the Libraries

To create the NDMP server host

> From the Web Administration, select Platforms Hosts to create a host with these
characteristics:

Type. Select NDMP Server.

Name. Name or IP address of the Quantum DXi.

Protocol Version. Select Version 4.

Local User. Name of the NDMP user used for NDMP sessions. You must have previously
declared this user on the DXi. See To configure the Quantum DXi as a host.

Password. Password of NDMP user.

For more information on how to create a host, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Configuring the Virtual Library

To configure the virtual library

1. From the Classic Administration Console, select the NDMP Server host.
2. Select Devices Library New to create the library. The Library List window displays.
3. Select the type of physical library emulated by the virtual library on the Quantum DXi.

For more information on how to create a library, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Configuring the Virtual Drives
In order to back up data in standard format to the Quantum VTL, and then duplicate it to the
physical library through the NDMP Path to Tape feature, you must configure the virtual drives
with these two device paths:
• An NDMP device path.
• A Fibre Channel device path.

To create the virtual drives

1. From the Classic Administration Console, select Platform New Network to create a SAN.
2. Select the newly created SAN, and select Devices Drive New to create a drive with these

characteristics:

From the Connection tab, you must configure both the NDMP and Fibre Channel device
paths:
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• The NDMP device path is the device descriptor used by the Quantum DXi to access
the virtual drive. For instance /dev/alias/nst/VDODEX1339BVE00493.

• The FC device path is the device descriptor used by the Time Navigator Server to
access the same drive. For instance for the Server /dev/rmt/c1b0t0un.

From the Library tab, select the virtual library managing the drives.
3. Repeat step 2. for each virtual drive.

For more information on how to create a drive, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

In the Administration Console, the virtual drives are represented as shown in this image:

Configuring the Physical Library

To configure the physical library

1. From the Classic Administration Console, select the NDMP Server host.
2. Select Devices Library New to create the library.

For more information on how to create a library, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

3. Click Advanced Options. In the Standard tab, select the Dismount Media after Use check
box, and clear the Cleaning Slot check box.

4. Click OK.

Configuring the Physical Drives
In order to perform the duplication from the Quantum VTL to the physical library through the Path
to Tape feature, you must configure the physical drives with at least an NDMP device path to the
Quantum.

In our use case, we also want to be able to restore data from the physical library. Thus, we must
configure the physical drives with these items:
• An NDMP device path for duplication operations.
• A Fibre Channel device path for restore operations.

To create the physical drives on a SAN

1. From the Classic Administration Console, select Platform New Network to create a SAN.
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2. Select the newly created SAN and select Devices Drive New to create a drive with these
characteristics:

From the Connection tab, you must configure both the NDMP and Fibre Channel device
paths:
• The NDMP device path is the device descriptor used by the Quantum DXi to access

the physical drive. For instance /dev/alias/nst/F097DC2004.
• The FC device path is the device descriptor used by the Time Navigator Server to

access the same drive. For instance /dev/nst9.

From the Library tab, select the physical library managing the drives.
3. Repeat step 2. for each physical drive managed by the library.

For more information on how to create a SAN and a drive, see the Tina Administration
Documentation.

In the Classic Administration Console, the physical library and drives display as shown in this
image:

Reinitializing the Library
After creating the library and drives, you must verify the connections. Reinitialize the library by
performing a full inventory.

To perform a full inventory of the library

1. From the Libraries pane in the Web Administration, select the physical library.
2. Click Launch a Full Inventory Reinitialization on Library. The reinitialization is performed.

For more information on library reinitialization, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Configuring the Media Pools
You must configure at least these media pools:
• A media pool for the virtual library. This pool is used as a destination pool for the backups,

and as the source pool for the duplications. It is associated with the virtual drives.
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• A media pool for the physical library. This pool is used as a destination pool for the
duplication. It is associated with the physical drives.

For more information on how to create media pools and to configure duplications, see the Tina
Administration Documentation.

Job Duplication
Once you have configured Time Navigator, you can duplicate jobs from the Quantum DXi virtual
library to the physical tape library.

To duplicate Time Navigator jobs

1. From the Jobs pane in the Web Administration, select one or several jobs to duplicate in the
Completed list.

2. Click Duplicate Job. The Job Duplication Parameters window opens.
3. Set the parameters and click OK to launch the duplication.

For more information on job duplication, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

EMC Celerra VDM
A Virtual Data Mover (VDM) is an EMC software feature that enables the grouping of CIFS and/or
NFS file systems and servers into virtual containers. Each VDM contains all the data necessary
to support one or more CIFS or NFS servers (or both) and their file systems.

This topic describes this information:
• VDM Backup
• Configuring VDM Backup

VDM Backup
Several VDMs with their own IP addresses and host names may be running on a physical EMC
Celerra Data Mover, and work almost as a physical Data Mover. The physical Data Mover has
direct access to all VDM file systems, enabling all VDM backups throughout the main Data
Mover. File systems used by the VDMs have a particular access path.

This backup configuration has these advantages:
• When an EMC Celerra file server has direct access to tapes, backing up a VDM through

the main physical Data Mover enables Tina to detect that the Data Server and the Tape
Server are running on the same host. As a consequence, Tina does not transfer the data
through the network but sends it directly to tape.

• When several VDMs are running on a physical Data Mover, you can create a dedicated
Tina for NDMP application for each of them if needed, without having to purchase extra
licenses. Indeed, if Tina performs all backups through the main physical Data Mover, the
NDMP Server is the same one for all the NDMP applications, and only one license is
necessary.
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Configuring VDM Backup
To configure the backup of a VDM, you must perform these steps:
• Identify the VDM filesystems to back up.
• Configure Tina for NDMP to back up this filesystem.

To identify the VDM Filesystem

Note: All the commands described in this topic are run from the Celerra Control Station.

1. Identify the VDM name, by running this command:

[root@HOST001 ~]# nas_server -list -all
id type acl slot groupID state name
1 1 0 2 0 server_A
2 4 0 3 0 server_B

id acl server mountedfs rootfs name
1 0 1 23,96,97,158,15 43 vdm_aaa
2 0 1 25,99,100 44 vdm_bbb
3 0 1 26,102,103 45 vdm_ccc
4 0 1 27,105,106 46 vdm_ddd
5 0 1 33,34,35,36,37, 47 vdm_eee

server_A is the active physical Data Mover that runs all the VDMs. We choose the vdm_
eee VDM for the present example.

2. Identify the VDM filesystems by running this command:

[root@HOST001 ~]# server_df vdm_eee
vdm_eee :
Filesystem kbytes used avail capacity Mounted on
root_dir1
10082984 321360 9761624 3%
/root_dir1
...
...
fs_1 50417984 4048856 46369128 8% /fs_1
fs_2 50417984 2872 50415112 0% /fs_2
fs_4 10082984 321584 9761400 3% /fs_4
fs_3 312595984 255545152 57050832 82% /fs_3

The filesystem to back up is fs_3 filesystem on vdm_eee VDM.
3. Identify the CIFS share or NFS export of the filesystem by running this command:

[root@HOST001 ~]# server_export vdm_eee
-Protocol cifs -list
vdm_eee :
share "FS1" "/fs_1/share" umask=022 maxusr=4294967295
netbios=HOST0AX
share "FS2" "/fs_2/share" umask=022 maxusr=4294967295
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netbios=HOST0AX
share "FS3" "/fs_3/share" umask=022 maxusr=4294967295
netbios=HOST0AX
share "FS4" "/fs_4/share" umask=022 maxusr=4294967295
netbios=HOST0AX

The CIFS share of fs_3 is FS3 and is declared on a subdirectory named share.
4. Identify the full path of this file system for the main physical Data Mover by running this

command:

[root@HOST001 ~]# server_df server_A | grep
fs_3
fs_3 312595984 255545152 57050832 82%
/root_vdm_xxx/fs_3

The full path is /root_vdm_xxx/fs_3.

To configure Tina

1. Create a share configuration file (e.g., shares_cifs.cfg) containing the VDM full path.
root_vdm_xxx/fs_3/share \\HOST0AX\FS3

See Share Definition for details
2. Create a Tina NDMP Application on aWindows agent in the sameWindows domain as the

Celerra, and add the TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION environment variable. The value of this
variable is the full path of the share configuration file
TINA_SHARE_DEFINITION = C:\Program Files\\tina\shares_cifs.cfg

See Creating the Tina Client for NDMP application for details.

Character Encoding
This topic describes this information:
• Checking the Character Encoding of Filer Filesystems
• Incorrect Characters Displayed in NDMP File Tree
• Getting Device Descriptors on NAS Filers

Checking the Character Encoding of Filer Filesystems
It is essential to check the character encoding of filesystems on filers for you to configure NDMP
backups with Tina.

The procedures described were tested with these filers:
• NetApp 6.x and 7.x. See Checking the Encoding on NetApp.
• EMC Celerra 5.x. See Checking the Encoding on EMC Celerra.

Checking the Encoding on NetApp
A NetApp filesystem does not support UTF8 character encoding automatically at its creation.
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To check whether the NetApp filer is UTF8-compatible, connect to the filer using telnet and run
these commands:

To get the volume list

[root aria]# rsh netappcbl vol status
Volume State Status Options
vol0 online raid0, flex root, no_atime_update=on,
create_ucode=on,
convert_ucode=on,
maxdirsize=2621
vol1 online raid_dp, trad create_ucode=on,
convert_ucode=on
vol2 online raid_dp, trad create_ucode=on,
convert_ucode=on

To get the volume character encoding

[root aria]# rsh netappcbl vol lang
vol0

- If the filesystem encoding is Latin1, the command returns for example:

Volume language is en_US (English (US))

- If the filesystem encoding is UTF8, the command returns for example:

Volume language is en_US.UTF-8 (English (US) with UTF-8)

Checking the Encoding on EMC Celerra
EMC Celerra filers can manage UTF-8 correctly by default; however, you must set some
variables to manage UTF-8 characters at the NDMP level.

To check whether the EMC Celerra filer is UTF8-compatible, connect to its Control Station with
ssh and run this command:

[nasadmin@cs_0 nasadmin]$ cat
/nas/server/slot_2/param
param NDMP ntape=2
param NDMP bufsz=128
param PAX nbuf=8
param NDMP dialect=
param NDMP convDialect=

If there is no value for the dialect and convDialect variables or if these variables are not
displayed at all, it means that the filer is UTF8 compatible.

Incorrect Characters Displayed in NDMP File Tree
Incorrect characters may be displayed when non-UTF8 file systems on a NetApp are accessed
by Windows users.
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Problem
In the Restore & Archive Manager file tree, files and directories backed up and restored via Tina
for NDMP do not display correctly. Their names contain incorrect characters, even though you
set the NDMP_ENCODING = UTF8 environment variable in the NDMP application.

Cause
When NetApp file systems are accessed by Windows users, files and directories are written with
UTF-8 and UTF-16 characters, even though the NetApp file systems do not manage UTF8
characters.

As a result, Tina cannot display, back up, and restore files correctly.

Solution
Do not set the NDMP_ENCODING environment variable to UTF8. If you set it, you may not be able to
restore files at all.

Set NDMP_ENCODING = Latin1. The files will not have correct names, but their contents will be
restored correctly.

The solution is to modify the volume character encoding on the NetApp in this way:

netappcbl> vol lang vol1
Volume language is en_US (English (US))
netappcbl> vol lang vol1 en_US.UTF-8
This will change the NFS-visible file names for shared files. This may
confuse some UNIX systems, since they may cache directory entries with the
old mappings.
Some files may no longer be accessible by NFS. The change might also affect
snapmirror and snapvault relationships resulting in data corruption. You
might have to re-baseline these relationships.
Do you still wish to perform this change? [no]:yes
WAFL_check -f will detect NFS files that will no longer be accessible via
NFS
Should the system be halted following this change so WAFL_check can be run?
[yes]:
Mon Nov 8 14:43:31 CET [vol.language.changed:info]: Language on volume vol1
changed to en_US.UTF-8
warning: -f option only supported for clustered failover nodes

After this setting is modified, UTF8 characters will be recognized, displayed, backed up, and
restored correctly.

Side effects
If your volume is accessed by Windows users only through CIFS shares, this change will not
have unexpected consequences.

If your volume is accessed by Windows and Unix users, some of the already existing Latin1 files
and directories will not be displayed correctly, and you may have to rename them.
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Example. Consider the test_§.txt file (Latin1) created by a Unix user.

After changing the encoding, it will no longer be displayed correctly as § is 0xa7 in Latin1, and
0xa7 does not exist in UTF8.

However, such files created after changing the encoding on the volume will be converted in UTF-
8 and will be displayed correctly for Unix andWindows users.

This behavior is also described in the NetApp Administration GUI when modifying the Language
and Unicode properties of the volume.

Getting Device Descriptors on NAS Filers
To configure a drive or library, you need its device descriptor.

The procedures described were tested with these filers:
• NetApp 6.x and 7.x. See NetApp Device Descriptors.
• EMC Celerra 5.x. See EMC Celerra Device Descriptors.

NetApp Device Descriptors

To get the list of tape drives

> Enter the sysconfig -t command.
The command returns a list such as:

Tape drive (FPN[123456589abcdefg]:0.2) IBM ULTRIUM-TD2
rst31l - rewind device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
nrst31l - no rewind device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
urst31l - unload/reload device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
rst31a - rewind device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp
nrst31a - no rewind device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp
urst31a - unload/reload device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp
Tape drive (FPN[123456589abcdefh]:0.1) IBM ULTRIUM-TD2
rst32l - rewind device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
nrst32l - no rewind device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
urst32l - unload/reload device, format is: LTO-I tape only 100GB
rst32a - rewind device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp
nrst32a - no rewind device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp
urst32a - unload/reload device, format is: LTO-II tape 400GB cmp

The Device Descriptors to set in Tina are nrst31a and nrst32a.

To get the list of libraries (medium changers)

> Enter the sysconfig -m command.
The command returns a list such as:

Medium changer (FPN[123456589abcdefi]:0.1L1) ADIC Scalar 24 mc5 - medium
changer device

The Device Descriptor to set in Tina is mc5.
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EMC Celerra Device Descriptors

To get the device list

1. Connect to the Control Station and enter the command to set the variables:

# export NAS_DB=/nas
# export PATH=$PATH:/nas/bin:/nas/sbin

2. Enter the command to list the devices:

# server_devconfig datamover_name -list -scsi -nondisks
The command returns a list such as:

server_2 :
Scsi Device Table
name addr type info
tape1 c48t0l1 tape HP Ultrium 3-SCSI G27D
tape2 c48t0l2 tape HP Ultrium 3-SCSI G27D
gk01 c0t0l0 disk 5 [UUID]
ggk01 c0t1l0 disk 5 [UUID]
gk161 c16t1l1 disk 5 [UUID]
misc1 c80t0l0 misc ADIC Scalar i2000 4462
jbox2 c80t0l1 jbox ADIC Scalar i2000 560A
tape3 c80t0l2 tape IBM ULTRIUM-TD3 73P5
tape4 c80t0l3 tape IBM ULTRIUM-TD3 73P5

The Device Descriptors to set in Tina are /dev/c48t0l1 for the drive, and /dev/c80t0l1 for the
library.
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